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We are interested in the mathematical modeling of the deformation of the human lung
tissue, called the lung parenchyma, during the respiration process. The parenchyma is
a foam–like elastic material containing millions of air–filled alveoli connected by a tree–
shaped network of airways. In this study, the parenchyma is governed by the linearized
elasticity equations and the air movement in the tree by the Poiseuille law in each airway.
The geometric arrangement of the alveoli is assumed to be periodic with a small period
ε > 0. We use the two–scale convergence theory to study the asymptotic behavior as ε
goes to zero. The effect of the network of airways is described by a nonlocal operator and
we propose a simple geometrical setting for which we show that this operator converges as
ε goes to zero. We identify in the limit the equations modeling the homogenized behavior
under an abstract convergence condition on this nonlocal operator. We derive some
mechanical properties of the limit material by studying the homogenized equations: the
limit model is nonlocal both in space and time if the parenchyma material is considered
compressible, but only in space if it is incompressible. Finally, we propose a numerical
method to solve the homogenized equations and we study numerically a few properties
of the homogenized parenchyma model.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling; Periodic homogenization; Two–scale convergence method; Fluid–structure interaction.
Introduction and Motivation
Breathing involves the transport of air through the respiratory tract from its external entries, the nose and the mouth. During inspiration, the airflow moves down
the pharynx and the trachea, where it is divided between left and right bronchi and
enters the lungs. It is then distributed by the bronchial tree to the acini or alveolar
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sacs, embedded in a viscoelastic tissue, made in particular of blood capillaries and
a network of elastic fibers. The alveoli are tiny bubble-like units where the gaseous
exchanges occur. Thus, it is the function of the bronchial tree to efficiently supply
them with fresh air via a tree-shaped structure. The coupled movement of air and
tissue is achieved by displacement of the diaphragm and of the connective tissue
framework of the lungs, which is usually called the parenchyma, [41]. Our motivation concerns the mathematical modeling of the human respiratory system and our
interest here is to provide a simple model for the behavior of the alveolar region
coupled with the bronchial tree during the respiration.
Modeling the mechanical behavior of the lungs, including both the air flow in the
airway network and the 3D displacement of the parenchyma is difficult because of
the complexity of the bronchial tree geometry and the porous, foam–like structure
of the parenchyma. Moreover, for the time being it is far from possible to compute
3D Navier–Stokes airflow simulations on such a complex fractal geometry as that
of the full airway tree, let alone a full fluid–structure interaction problem modeling
the whole ventilation process on a realistic geometry of the lung.
It is thus necessary to develop models of reduced complexity, both to further
the understanding of the lungs’ mechanics and to be able to compute numerical
simulations of the ventilation process. A possible choice is to describe the evolution
of the air flux by a simple ODE model, as presented e.g. in [27]. Such models are
certainly helpful for understanding the respiration mechanisms, but cannot yield
precise information on the coupled 3D displacement of the parenchyma and airflow.
Fully resolved flow computations are possible for the upper airways and the proximal
part of the bronchial tree [7, 15, 23], but usually choose a set of ad hoc boundary
conditions on the part of the tree which has been cut off. In [4], a coupled ventilation
model was developed to include the parenchyma, represented by a simple spring
model and connected to the ends of the upper part of the bronchial tree by a
resistance. To couple such models of the bronchial tree with a three–dimensional
representation of the parenchyma, the mechanics of the set of acini have to be
represented by a reduced model. The purpose of the present work is to obtain
rigorously such a model of reduced complexity for the alveolar region by using the
tools of two–scale periodic homogenization, involving fluid–structure interaction in
the porous domain and flow of air through the bronchial tree.
Other works related to multiscale modeling of the lungs’ parenchyma include [33]
and [36], where the alveoli structure is considered as a porous media and a formal homogenization approach is applied to a system coupling the linearized Navier–Stokes
equations for air and linear viscoelasticity for the solid tissue. Other approaches
have been proposed, such as discrete spring–mass systems [19] or equations empirically derived at the continuous level [22]. For the periodic homogenization of
fluid–structure interaction systems, one may refer in particular to [14, 16, 32, 35],
where the homogenization of the Stokes equations coupled to an elastic frame is
performed. A homogenized model for the propagation of sound waves in cancellous
bone is obtained in [13].
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A mathematical description of the airflow in the bronchial tree as an abstract
dyadic resistive tree was studied in depth in [39], and especially the asymptotic behavior as the number of generations of the tree grows to infinity. Moreover, this description has been used in [18] to obtain a one–dimensional model of the parenchyma
by connecting a dyadic resistive tree with a system of springs and masses. The aim
of this paper is then to extend this one–dimensional model to a multi–dimensional
setting.
Our approach is based on a series of simplifying assumptions of the description
of the lung mechanics. We assume that the alveoli are periodically arranged with
a small period ε > 0, as is suggested by the spatial arrangement of the acinus.
To obtain a macroscopic description of the parenchyma, we are going to let the
size of the microstructure, denoted by ε, go to zero and study the convergence
of the displacement of the structure. Our aim is to obtain an homogenized model
for the displacement of the parenchyma that takes into account the effect of the
ventilation by the bronchial tree. As the number of alveoli grows to infinity, so does
the number of generations of the airway tree that is feeding them with air. In order
to describe the airflow through the airway tree we will assume that the Poiseuille law
is satisfied in each airway. The bronchial tree can then be modeled as a branching
network of airways, represented as a dyadic resistive tree (see e.g. [28, 29]). The
airflow through the tree is then completely characterized by the knowledge of the
individual resistances of the branches, which depends only on the dimensions of the
bronchi and can be computed from available anatomical data [40]. Strictly speaking,
the Poiseuille law is not valid for the first generations of the bronchial tree where
one needs to take into account inertial effects. We will nevertheless assume here, for
simplicity, that this description is valid for the whole airway tree.
We propose to model the alveoli as closed cavities in an elastic matrix, filled with
air, as in the static parenchyma model proposed in [3]. Following [38], each alveolus
is then connected to one end of our abstract dyadic resistive tree representing the
bronchial tree. The air can flow in and out of the alveolus through this terminal
branch of the tree. We assume also the parenchyma behaves like a linearized elastic
material (i.e. the deformations are small). We propose to study the two cases of a
compressible and an incompressible wall material. In both cases, we obtain boundary
value problems (1.14) and (1.15) respectively in the compressible and incompressible
case. Note that the well–posedness of this problem in the compressible case was
studied in [38].
Once the geometric setting and the model are in place, we study the asymptotic
behavior of the displacement fields as the microscale parameter ε goes to zero and
the number of generations of the tree goes to infinity. Unlike in the one–dimensional
setting proposed in [18], there are many ways of connecting a tree to the periodically
distributed alveoli in a three–dimensional domain. To deal with this difficulty, we
define a Dirichlet–to–Neumann operator representing the action of the tree by relating the fluxes and the pressures in the alveoli, which can be seen as constant–by–cell
functions in the domain Ω representing the parenchyma. This resistance operator
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is then a linear operator in L(L2 (Ω)). We propose to use the strong convergence
of the sequence of these resistance operators in the space L(L2 (Ω)), as ε goes to
zero, as an abstract condition to model the convergent behavior of the sequence of
trees ventilating our parenchyma domain. This allows us to divide the theoretical
analysis in two parts.
In the first part, we build a connection between the sequence of trees and the
alveoli such that, under some conditions on the geometry and the resistances of
the tree, the abstract convergence condition holds true. In this paper, we present
a practical example of such a construction, extending the one-dimensional analysis
presented in [18]. A more generic analysis will be presented in a forthcoming paper,
based on the construction proposed in [39].
In the second part, we present the main results of this paper as we show that
this condition is sufficient to pass to the two–scale limit and obtain a homogenized model of the lung. This analysis is presented in Sections 3 and 4. First, we
study the well–posedness for both problems and we show a priori bounds independent of ε. Then, using the two–scale homogenization method [1, 31] we analyze the
asymptotic behavior of the displacement field solution of (1.14) and (1.15) as the
micro–scale parameter ε goes to zero. We focus in particular on the convergence
of the non–standard terms describing the interaction of the tree and the structure.
The main results of the paper are the convergence Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, which
describe the macroscopic homogenized problems in the case of a compressible and
an incompressible parenchyma structure, respectively.
We can analyze physically the mechanical behavior of the homogenized material
we obtain in each case. When we suppose that the wall material is compressible,
the homogenized parenchyma behaves like a compressible viscoelastic material with
non–local damping both in space and time, thus showing some long–term memory
effects. On the other hand, when the wall material is supposed to be incompressible,
the homogenized material is compressible and viscoelastic with non–local damping
in the space variable only. The non–local behavior is due to the effect of the abstract
resistive tree which connects the different points of the domain. In this case, the loss
of the long-term memory effect comes from the incompressibility of the constitutive
elastic media.
Finally we conclude this work by a numerical study of our homogenized ventilation model, presented in Section 5. We present a finite elements numerical method
designed to tackle the homogenized problems obtained in Sections 3 and 4. The
main difficulty is the need to deal with the non–local operator associated with the
tree as it writes as a full matrix in the finite elements basis. Our method is based
on fast algorithms which take advantage of the tree structure to compute quickly
the matrix–vector products associated with the viscous non–local operator. We
present then some numerical simulations. The results show that we can make our
parenchyma model breathe and that we can study the effects of the modification of
some parameters, like the distal resistances or the stiffness of the material.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we describe precisely the geometry and then write the equations of the coupled fluid–structure interaction models
that we shall study. In Section 2, we introduce the resistance operators describing
the action of the tree and an abstract convergence condition which we verify in a
particular case. In Section 3, we derive the homogenized limit of the compressible
model (1.14) by the method of two–scale convergence. In Section 4, we work out
the same analysis for the incompressible model (1.15). Finally, in Section 5, we
present a numerical method adapted to the homogenized model, and we present a
few examples of numerical simulations with parameters inspired by realistic human
lung’s anatomical data.
Notations We use the common Kronecker symbol δij = 1 if i = j and 0 if i 6= j, and
the Einstein summation convention with repeated indices. The symbol Id denotes
the identity matrix, and given two tensors of order 2 A and B, we denote the
contraction of tensors as
A : B = aij bji .
We will denote with bold characters vectors, vector–valued fields and functional
spaces of vector–valued fields. Given any vector field v, we denote e(v) its symmetrized gradient

1
∇v + (∇v)T .
e(v) =
2
1. Description of the model
1.1. Geometric setting
The parenchyma model we propose to study is a porous media, homogeneously composed as a periodic arrangement of closed pores (modeling the alveoli), connected
in an abstract way by a dyadic resistive tree modeling the pulmonary airways. Let
us give a formal description of this material.
Let d be the dimension, d = 2, 3. First, we describe the geometrical setting of
the alveoli by defining an open periodic cell Y, normalized so that |Y| = 1. This
unit cell is associated with a periodic array Z of Rd , which is the discrete set of
translation vectors such that Y + Z is a tiling of the whole space.
Remark 1.1. The standard and most simple such unit cell is a square or a cube,
associated with Z = Zd . However other structures are more representative of the
geometry of the alveoli, in particular the truncated octahedron is often used in the
biology literature [37].
We further divide Y into two open sets: YF that represents an air cavity and
YS that represents the elastic walls of the alveolus. Let θ = |YS | be the volume
fraction of the elastic material. More precisely, we suppose that YF is smooth,
simply connected and that:
YF ∪ YS = Y,

YF ∩ YS = ∅,

YF ⊂ Y̊.
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n
ΓD
nε

YF

nS
YS

Γ
Ωε

Yεk
ΓN
Domain Ω

Periodic cell Y

Figure 1: Parenchyma model

We also define Γ = ∂YF as the interior fluid–structure interface in the unit cell with
unit normal nS pointing into the fluid part.
Next, we model the space occupied by the lungs’ parenchyma (or portion of
the parenchyma) as Ω, a nonempty bounded open domain in Rd with Lipschitz
boundary ∂Ω and unit outward normal n. An example is given in Figure 1. The
boundary is decomposed as ∂Ω = ΓD ∪ ΓN where ΓN ∩ ΓD = ∅ and |ΓD | > 0. We
will suppose that the parenchyma is fixed at the portion of the boundary ΓD .
Given a small parameter ε > 0 and a multi–index k ∈ Z, we define
Yεk = ε(Y + k),

k
YF,ε
= ε(YF + k),

k
YS,ε
= ε(YS + k),

Γkε = ε(Γ + k),

that is a translation and a homothetic transformation of the reference cells Y, YF ,
YS and of the fluid–structure interface Γ. Furthermore, by introducing the set of
multi–indexes ZΩ
ε as:

ε,k
ZΩ
⊂Ω ,
ε = k∈Z | Y

(1.1)

we define the periodically perforated structure domain and the interior interface as
[
[
k ,
Ωε = Ω \
YF,ε
Γε =
Γkε .
(1.2)
k∈ZΩ
ε

k∈ZΩ
ε

We define a unit normal vector nε defined on the fluid–structure interface Γε and
pointing to the exterior of the structure domain Ωε . Let χF and χS be the characteristic functions of YF and YS respectively, χF,ε , χS,ε the characteristic functions
S
k and Ω , respectively, and χk the characteristic function of
of Ω \ Ωε = k∈ZΩε YF,ε
ε
ε
k
Yε .
k
Finally, we connect the alveoli YF,ε
filled with air to an abstract finite dyadic
tree Tε representing the geometrical connections of the bifurcating airway tree (see
Figure 2). The tree Tε is a subtree of the larger, infinite dyadic tree T characterized
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by the set of nodes
V = X0 ∪ {Xn,

k

: n ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1} .

X0 : root

X0,0

Internal nodes
X1,0

X2,0
Outlets :

(2, 0)

Terminal nodes

Tree Tε
X1,1

X2,1
(2, 1)

(1, 1)

Figure 2: Finite dyadic tree

The tree Tε is supposed to be full, meaning that if Xn,k ∈ V is a node of Tε , then
either both children of Xn,k belong to Tε (Xn,k is then called an internal node of
Tε ), or neither does and Xn,k is a terminal node (or a leaf) of Tε . We define the set
of indexes Iε and Eε ⊂ N2 , indexing respectively the internal and terminal nodes of
Tε :

Iε = (n, k) ∈ N2 , Xn,k is an internal node of the tree Tε ,

Eε = (n, k) ∈ N2 , Xn,k is a leaf of the tree Tε ,
(1.3)
and we suppose that Eε and ZΩ
ε have the same number of elements. Let ωε be a
one–to–one mapping
(
ZΩ
→ Eε ,
ε
ωε :
(1.4)
k
7→ (n, k).
The mapping ωε describes the connection between the tree and the alveoli. This
lets us enumerate the cells of the periodically perforated domain Ωε following either
the tree indexing by Eε , or the spatial indexing by ZΩ
ε , and as long as there is no
possible confusion we will use either set of indexes indifferently, for example:
Yεn,k = Yεk

where (n, k) = ωε (k) ∈ Eε for k ∈ ZΩ
ε.

(1.5)
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Remark 1.2. A more precise description of the relation between the geometric
arrangement of the alveoli and their positions at the ends of the tree is given later
in Section 1.1 with an example. We refer to a forthcoming paper for a complete
description in a generic setting.
The key goal for obtaining a two–scale continuum is to derive a macroscopic
description of the material from the description of the microstructure, here the
alveolar set. The assumption of a small parameter, ε > 0, implies that the fields
depends on two spatial variables which belong to well–separated scales: the ordinary
position vector x ∈ Ω, and the position vector in a stretched coordinate system
y = ε−1 x. The variable x will be called slow and the variable y fast. By performing
the asymptotic analysis when ε goes to zero, we expect the two sets of variables to
become independent.
1.2. Description of the parenchyma model
We now turn to the description of the mechanical behavior of the parenchyma. Here
ε is fixed, and we suppose that Ωε is a reference configuration for the elastic media.
We shall analyze two cases: first, we will consider a linear homogeneous elastic
material and then we will add to this model an incompressibility constraint.
We denote by uε the displacement field of the elastic media filling the perforated
domain Ωε . We are interested in small displacements around the reference configuration and we suppose that the material obeys the laws of linearized elasticity,
see [8]:

ρ∂tt uε − divσ = f ,
in Ωε ,




k
k

σnε = −pε nε , on Γε , ∀ k ∈ ZΩ
ε,
(1.6)

σn
=
−p
n,
on
Γ
,

N
N



uε = 0,
on ΓD ,
Here, in the compressible case, σ stands for the stress tensor associated with the
displacement uε , i.e.
σ(uε ) = λdiv(uε )Id + 2µe(uε ) (Hooke’s law),

(1.7)

where the parameters λ > 0 and µ > 0 are the Lamé constants, constitutive of the
elastic media, and e(·) denotes the symmetrized gradient.
Additionally, ρ > 0 is the density of the elastic media and f is a volumic force
acting on the structure (the gravity field, for example). In the incompressible case
that we will study separately, the stress tensor writes
σ(uε , ηε ) = −ηε Id + 2µe(uε ),

(1.8)

where ηε is the Lagrange multiplier, homogeneous to a pressure, associated with the
additional incompressibility constraint div uε = 0, and Id the identity operator.
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In both cases, initial conditions on the displacement and velocity complete the
system. On the external boundary ΓD , we impose no–slip boundary conditions on
the displacement. On the external boundary ΓN and the internal alveolar boundaries
Γkε , we consider a pressure force exerted on the boundary. The external pressure
pN is given, modeling the action of the diaphragm, whereas the pressures pkε , which
k
denote the uniform air pressure inside each alveolus YF,ε
, are unknowns and depend
on the airflow through the dyadic tree, which we describe next.
1.3. Poiseuille flow through a finite resistive dyadic tree

X0
r0
X0,0

r1,0

Resistive
finite tree Tε
r1,1

X1,0
r2,0
X2,0

r2,1

r2,2

X2,1 X2,0

X1,1 Branches of the infinite
resistive tree T
r2,3
X2,1

Figure 3: Resistive finite and infinite trees

We consider here the circulation of air through a tree of connected pipes. First,
let us consider the flow of an incompressible, viscous, non–inertial fluid through a
single pipe. According to Poiseuille’s law, which we assume is valid in all branches,
the flow rate Φ through the pipe is proportional to the pressure drop between its
two end points, which is expressed by the equation
Pin − Pout = rΦ,
where r is the resistance of the pipe, a positive coefficient which varies with the
fluid viscosity and with L/D4 , where L is the length of the pipe and D is its width.
According to this description, we can fully characterize the airflow through the full
dyadic tree Tε by introducing a fixed sequence of resistances
rn,k > 0

for n ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 1,

(1.9)

which are associated with each edge of the trees Tε and T as in Figure 3. We suppose
that these resistances do not depend on the parameter ε. We call such trees resistive
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dyadic trees, and will still denote by Tε and T the set of vertices and the associated
resistances when no confusion is possible.
Given a set of pressures at the outlets, it is now possible to compute the corresponding set of fluxes thanks to Poiseuille’s law, and vice versa. Let the pressure at
the root node be denoted by pe . Let
pε = (pn,k
ε )n,k∈Eε

and φε = (φn,k
ε )n,k∈Eε

be the pressure and flux vectors at the outlets of the tree, with the convention that
the fluxes are considered positive when air is entering the tree through the corresponding outlet. Since Poiseuille’s law is linear, there exists also a linear relation
between pε and φε , i.e. a matrix Aε indexed by Eε and such that
pε − pe 1 = Aε φε ,

(1.10)

where 1 is the vector (1, . . . , 1). The appearance of this unit vector follows from the
observation that at rest, when there are no air fluxes in the tree, the air pressure is
equal at all the outlets including the root node. Then the left–hand side of Eq. (1.10)
must be zero.
Proposition 1.1. The matrix Aε is symmetric definite positive.
We do not give the details of the proof here, but we refer to [18] for a proof
which extends readily to our setting. With a slight abuse of notation, we will also
call Aε the same matrix reindexed by ZΩ
ε as an alternate numbering of the alveoli,
with the convention that
Aεk,l = Aεa,b for a = ωε (k) and b = ωε (l),

(1.11)

where ωε is the one–to–one mapping defined in (1.4).
1.4. Coupling the elastic structure and the resistive dyadic tree
We are now in a position to write the fully coupled fluid–structure interaction model.
We model the air in the alveoli as incompressible, so when the volume of the holes
changes the air escapes through the tree. The pressures generated by this flow are
related to the change in volume of the alveoli by (1.10).
We recall the convention that the flux is positive when air enters the tree through
the outlet, so we obtain, at first order, the flux of air φkε associated with the alveolus
k
YF,ε
by the formula, see e.g. [3, 8]:
Z
φkε =
∂t uε · nε ,
(1.12)
Γk
ε

k
where we recall that the normal vector nε points out into YF,ε
. Moreover, using
ε
Eq. (1.10) and the matrix A introduced in (1.11), we can write the pressure pkε

11
k
inside each hole YF,ε
for k ∈ ZΩ
ε as a function of the normal displacement field uε
on the whole interior interface Γε :
!
Z
X
k
ε
pε − pe =
Ak,l
∂t uε · nε .
(1.13)
l∈ZΩ
ε

Γlε

We now state two models we will analyze in the next two sections. In the first
case we shall study, corresponding to a compressible structure, the displacement
field uε satisfies the system:

ρ∂tt uε − divσ(uε ) = f ,
in Ωε ,
(1.14a)







Z


X


ε


σ(u
)n
=
−
p
+
A
(1.14b)
∂t uε · nε  nε ,
on all Γkε ,
ε
ε
e

k,l

l∈ZΩ
ε

Γlε




σ(uε )n = −pN n,





uε = 0,




uε (0) = u0 , ∂t uε (0) = u1 ,

on ΓN ,

(1.14c)

on ΓD ,

(1.14d)

in Ωε .

(1.14e)

We recall that the stress tensor σ(uε ) introduced in (1.7) reads
σ(uε ) = λdiv(uε )Id + 2µe(uε ),
and u0 , u1 are initial conditions describing the state of the elastic media at t = 0,
chosen independently of the microscale parameter ε and thus defined on the whole
domain Ω.
In the second case we shall study, corresponding to a linear incompressible structure, the unknowns of the model are the displacement field uε and the scalar–valued
unknown ηε , homogeneous to a pressure and satisfying:


ρ∂tt uε − divσ(uε , ηε ) = f ,
in Ωε , (1.15a)





divuε = 0,
in Ωε , (1.15b)







Z

X


σ(uε , ηε )nε = − pe +
Aεk,l
∂t uε · nε  nε ,
on all Γkε , (1.15c)
l
Γ
ε
l∈ZΩ
ε




 σ(uε , ηε )n = −pN n,
on ΓN , (1.15d)






uε = 0,
on ΓD , (1.15e)




uε (0) = u0 , ∂t uε (0) = u1 ,
in Ωε ,
(1.15f)
where the stress tensor σ(ηε , uε ) introduced in (1.8) now reads:
σ(uε , ηε ) = −ηε Id + 2µe(uε ).

Remark 1.3. This kind of averaged boundary conditions, non–local at the alveolar
level, appears in other fluid–structure models, such as in the static foam model
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studied in [3] or when studying vibrations of rigid tubes immersed in a fluid [2].
Here we deal with a special case where the boundary conditions are also globally
coupled by the matrix Aε , so in addition to being non–local at the microscopic level
there is a non–local coupling at the macroscopic level between the alveoli.
2. Resistance operators: coupling domain and resistive dyadic tree
Our goal in this paper is to perform the asymptotic analysis of the problems (1.14)
and (1.15) as the parameter ε goes to zero and the number of generations of the
tree goes to infinity. The relation (1.10) describes the action of the tree at a discrete
level, using a matrix Aε whose dimension depends on ε. We are going to introduce
an equivalent description at the continuous level, in order to effectively study the
coupling between the airflow in the tree and the displacement of the structure in a
fixed setting, as a linear operator on L2 (Ω).
2.1. Definition
Recall that thanks to (1.5), we have a one–to–one mapping between the leafs of Tε
k
which allows us to identify the outlets of the resistive dyadic
and the alveoli YF,ε
tree and the alveoli. This motivates the introduction of the following projection
operator, recalling that |Y| = 1:
Definition 2.1. Let Πε be the L2 –projector on the set of functions taking constant
values on each cell Yεk for k ∈ ZΩ
ε:
!
Z
X
Πε (q) =
ε−d
q χkε .
(2.1)
Yεk

k∈ZΩ
ε

Given a continuous flux function φε ∈ L2 (Ω), we define a vector of discrete fluxes
as
φε = qεk



,
k∈ZΩ
ε

with φkε =

Z

The corresponding pressure vector is defined as

pε = pkε k∈ZΩ = Aε φε ,

φε .

(2.2)

Yεk

(2.3)

ε

where Aε is the matrix indexed by ZΩ
ε defined in (1.11). Finally we introduce the
pressure function pε ∈ L2 (Ω) as the function which takes constant value pkε in each
cell Yεk for k ∈ ZΩ
ε , and 0 elsewhere. We denote by Rε the following operator
(
L2 (Ω) → L2 (Ω),
φε

7→ pε .

Now, using the resistance operator Rε we can rewrite the problem (1.14) with a
new expression of the non–local boundary conditions on the boundary of the holes:
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ρ∂tt uε − divσ(uε ) = f ,






σ(uε )nε = − (pe + ∂t Rε divuε ) nε ,









in Ωε ,

(2.4a)

Γkε ,

(2.4b)

σ(uε )n = −pN n,

on ΓN ,

(2.4c)

uε = 0,

on ΓD ,

(2.4d)

in Ωε .

(2.4e)

uε (0) = u0 ,

on all

∂t uε (0) = u1 ,

A similar strong system of equations can easily be derived in the incompressible case
from problem (1.15). In order to study the asymptotic properties of the solutions
of problem (2.4), let us detail some useful properties of the operator Rε .
Proposition 2.1. The resistance operator Rε can be expressed as a kernel integral
operator:
Z
pε = Rε φε
⇐⇒
pε (x1 ) =
Kε (x1 , x2 )φε (x2 )dx2 ∀x1 ∈ Ω,
(2.5)
Ω

where Kε ∈ L1 (Ω × Ω) is a piecewise constant function defined as:
(
Ω
Aεk,l if x1 ∈ Yεk , x2 ∈ Yεl for some k ∈ ZΩ
ε , l ∈ Zε ,
Kε (x1 , x2 ) =
0
elsewhere.

(2.6)

Remark 2.1. The operator Rε sums up the interaction of the tree with the structure, acting as a Dirichlet to Neumann operator by relating the rate of compression
of the structure to the pressure forces on the boundary of the holes in a non–local
way.
Note that since the matrix Aε is symmetric and positive, these properties are
transposed to the operator Rε : for all φ, ψ in L2 (Ω) we have
Z
Z
Z
(Rε φ) ψ =
(Rε ψ) φ and
(Rε φ) φ ≥ 0.
(2.7)
Ω

Ω

Ω

As a consequence, the following Cauchy–Schwartz inequality holds: for all φ, ψ in
L2 (Ω),
 Z
 Z

Z
2
(Rε φ) ψ ≤
(Rε φ) φ
(Rε ψ) ψ .
(2.8)
Ω

Ω

Ω

In order to give a better understanding of the nature of the operator Rε and its
kernel Kε , we recall here the construction presented in [39]. Each airway of the
bronchial tree, represented by an edge of the infinite dyadic tree T , say Xn,k , irrigates a portion of the parenchyma, which we denote by Ωn,k ⊂ Ω. Moreover, for
a given ε > 0 each end indexed by (n, k) ∈ Eε of the finite tree Tε is associated to
a terminal airway. Thus Ωn,k should contain exactly one cell Yεk so as to define a
one–too–one mapping (n, k) = ωε (k) as in (1.4). This irrigation process follows a
hierarchical structure, and induces a sequence of domain decompositions satisfying
the following properties:
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Definition 2.2. Multi–scale dyadic decompositions of the domain Ω
Let (Ωn,k )n≥0, k=0,...,2n −1 be a sequence of open non–empty connected subsets of
Ω. We say that O = (Ωn,k )n≥0, k=0,...,2n −1 is a multi–scale decomposition of Ω if
for every n ≥ 0,
S2n −1
(1) k=0 Ωn,k = Ω,
(2) Ωn,j ∩ Ωn,k = ∅ as soon as j 6= k,
(3) Ωn+1,2k ∪ Ωn+1,2k+1 = Ωn,k , for all k ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1}.
Then we have the following result, which can be verified as in the one–
dimensional case [18]:
Proposition 2.2. The kernel Kε writes
X
rn,k χkn (x1 )χkn (x2 ),
Kε (x1 , x2 ) =

for x1 , x2 in Ω,

(n,k)∈Iε ∪Eε

where χkn is the indicator function of the subdomain Ωn,k and the sets of indexes Eε
and Iε are defined by (1.3).
2.2. Asymptotic study: an example
The convergence properties of Rε as ε goes to zero are the key to understanding
the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of problem (2.4). Some of these properties
have been studied extensively in the 1D case in [18] and in a more generic setting
in [39]. For the sake of simplicity, we present here a particular construction which is
based on the symmetric model of the bronchial tree developed by Weibel [40] and
allows us to extend to our multi–dimensional setting the results obtained in [18].
2.2.1. Geometry: connecting the domain to the tree
We consider a square or cubic domain Ω = (0, 1)d , d = 2 or 3, and a lattice
Z = Zd associated with a unit square or cubic periodic cell Y = (0, 1)d . Clearly,
for any integer n ≥ 0, the domain Ω can be tiled by 2dn translated copies of Y
rescaled by a factor 2−n . To organize these cells in a multi–scale decomposition, we
suppose that we are given a bifurcating space–filling tree in Ω which is a geometrical
representation of a dyadic resistive tree T .
Building a space–filling tree Space-filling bifurcating trees are geometrical objects, which can be constructed by recursion, whose canopy (the branch tips) becomes dense in Ω, see e.g. the H–tree depicted in Figure 4 or other examples in [26].
To comply with the periodic geometry, we propose the following construction for a
square, which can be readily extended to the cube.
One starts with a "trunk", a segment joining a point located on the border of
the square Ω, for example (0, 1/2), to the center of Ω at (1/2, 1/2) which is a fertile
"bud". This bud then generates two branches, on which only two terminal buds are
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Figure 4: Perforated square domain Ωn connected by a H–tree, for n = 2

fertile. These buds again generate each two branches, on which one has now four
terminal buds which are located at the centers of the four squares paving Ω. One
can then repeat the process for each little square, and so on ad infinitum.
By construction, the buds obtained after an even number 2n of bifurcations
are located at the center of the square cells Yεk for ε = 2−n (or a number 3n of
bifurcations for the three–dimensional cubes). Note that the branches of the tree
are bounded in length, but become infinite in number.
Building the multi–scale decomposition The next step is to use the space–
filling tree to build a multi–scale decomposition O of the square Ω such that for
each n ≥ 0, the subdomains Ωdn,k coincide with a rescaled periodic cell. To do this,
we simply associate each bud of the tree obtained after dn bifurcations and the
unique cell Yεk with ε = 2−n located by construction around this bud. Then, using
the correspondence between the space–filling tree and the abstract dyadic tree T ,
we create a one–to–one mapping, noted ωn , between the cells Yεk indexed by k in
−n
ZΩ
, and the nodes Xdn,k , indexed by k in 0 ≤ k ≤ 2dn − 1. This allows
ε for ε = 2
us to define the subdomains of generation dn of O as:

−n
Ωdn,k = Yεk for k = ωn (k), for k ∈ ZΩ
.
ε , with ε = 2

(2.9)

Subdomains belonging to an intermediate generation, e.g. m with dn < m < d(n+1)
for n ≥ 0, are then defined recursively by the relation


Ωm,k = Interior Ωm+1,2k ∪ Ωm+1,2k+1
Reparameterization In this example, the parameter ε > 0 is only allowed to take
the values 2−n for positive integers n. For simplicity, we will index in this example
the variables and unknowns by n instead of ε: Ωε ≡ Ωn , Rε ≡ Rn , etc.
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2.2.2. Definition and convergence of the resistance operators
To completely define the resistance operator Rn we also have to describe the resistances of the tree. In particular, we are interested in conditions on these resistances
implying the convergence of the sequence Kn in an appropriate space. Note that
Tn is a dyadic tree with dn full generations. By Prop. 2.2 the kernel Kn associated
with Rn is defined by:
N

Kn (x1 , x2 ) =

dn 2X
−1
X

rn,k χkN (x1 )χkN (x2 ),

for x1 , x2 in Ω.

(2.10)

N =0 k=0

We also define the limit kernel K associated with the infinite resistive tree T and
the dyadic multi–scale decomposition O as
(P
+∞ P2N −1
k
k
N =0
k=0 rn,k χN (x1 )χN (x2 ) if x1 6= x2 ,
(2.11)
K(x1 , x2 ) =
0
else.
Note that the sum in (2.11) is in fact finite since x1 and x2 eventually belong to
different cells of the multi–scale decomposition.
We consider in particular the case where the resistances of the tree are regular
and follow a geometric law.
Definition 2.3. A resistive dyadic tree is called regular if all resistances associated
with branches located at a common generation of the tree have a common value,
i.e. there exists a sequence (rn )n≥0 with rn > 0 such that:
rn,k = rn ,

for all n ≥ 0,

k ∈ {0, · · · , 2n − 1}.

A regular resistive dyadic tree is called geometric if there exists a real constant
α > 0 such that:
rn = r0 αn

for all n ≥ 0.

Remark 2.2. Measures by Weibel [40] show that the resistances in the human
bronchial tree are approximately geometric, with the scaling factor α ≈ 1.63.
Note that the difference Kn − K is in this case similar to the remainder of
a geometric sum. Extending to the multi–dimensional setting the arguments presented in the proof of Prop. 1.1 in [18], it is straightforward to obtain the following
convergence properties for the sequence of operators Rn :
Proposition 2.3. In general, if the resistances of the tree satisfy the condition
+∞
X
1
2n
n=0

max

k∈{0,··· ,2n −1}

then:
• Kn converges to K in L∞ (Ω, L1 (Ω)),

rn,k < ∞,
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• Rn converges to an operator R in L(L2 (Ω), L2 (Ω)), which is also an integral
operator with associated kernel K.
In particular, if the resistive dyadic tree is regular and geometric with scaling factor
0 < α < 2 then the previous convergences hold and:
kR − Rn kL(L2 (Ω)) =

 α dn+1
r0
.
1 − α/2 2

2.3. General case and abstract convergence condition
In the setting of this explicit construction, the sequence of operator (Rn )n≥0 converge strongly. We propose to extend this observation to the more generic setting
described in Section 1 as the following abstract condition:

There exists R ∈ L L2 (Ω); L2 (Ω) such that

Rε → R strongly in L L2 (Ω); L2 (Ω) ,

(2.12)


where L L2 (Ω); L2 (Ω) is equipped with the strong topology associated with the
operator norm. In particular, we show in this paper that this condition is sufficient in
order to derive rigorously homogenized models corresponding to (1.14) and (1.15).
Remark 2.3. An immediate, but important consequence of the condition (2.12) is
that the limit resistance operator R is a compact and positive operator in L2 (Ω),
since the operators Rε are definite positive and have finite rank.
Remark 2.4. The results of Prop. 2.3 are a direct consequence of a particular
property of the construction proposed in Section 2.2: for any n ≥ 0, the periodic
paving of the domain Ω by the cells Ynk matches exactly the decomposition of the
domain induced by the subdomains Ωdn,k , see (2.9). This is not true for any multi–
scale decomposition, or possible for any periodic cell (e.g. for an hexagon). Much
more generic conditions on a given multi–scale decomposition and set of resistances,
sufficient to build a sequence of operators Rε strongly converging to the associated
operator R will be described and studied in a forthcoming paper, see also [6].

3. Study in the compressible case: homogenization limit
Let us now turn to the asymptotic analysis of the problem (2.4) under the condition (2.12). We will proceed in several steps: first, we prove that (2.4) is well–posed
and we derive a priori estimates independent of the parameter ε. Then, we study
the limit as ε goes to zero, and we obtain the two–scale problem and rigorously
justify the asymptotic limit in a single step thanks to the two–scale convergence
method. Finally, we study the limit problem and describe its specificities, and we
show that it is well–posed.
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3.1. Variational formulation and a priori estimates
In this part, we write the variational formulation associated with problem (2.4) and
derive an existence and uniqueness result for it. Then we introduce an extension
operator for functions defined on the parameter–dependent domain Ωε to functions
defined on the fixed domain Ω that allows us to obtain a priori estimates independent of ε on the weak solutions of (2.4).
3.1.1. Variational formulation
Let Vε = {v ∈ H1 (Ωε ) | v|ΓD = 0} and V = {v ∈ H1 (Ω) | v|ΓD = 0} where
v|ΓD denotes the trace of v on ΓD , and Xε = L2 (Ωε ), X = L2 (Ω). Let us denote by
k·k0,Ωε and k·k0,Ω the respective L2 –norms in Ωε and Ω, and by |·|1,Ωε = k∇( · )k0,Ωε
and | · |1,Ω = k∇( · )k0,Ω the respective H 1 Sobolev semi–norms.
Let T > 0 be an arbitrary time. We make the following assumptions on the
data:
f ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω),

pN , pe ∈ H 1 (0, T ),

u0 ∈ V and u1 ∈ L2 (Ω).

(3.1)

We obtain a variational formulation associated to (2.4) by using test functions
in Vε : find uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Vε ) with ∂t uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Xε ) such that:






For all vε ∈ Vε ,

d
d
(ρ∂t uε , vε )0,Ωε + rε (uε , vε ) + aε (uε , vε ) = `ε (vε ),

dt
dt



uε (0) = u0 , ∂t uε (0) = u1 ,

in D0 (0, T ),

(3.2)

where (·, ·)0,Ωε is the L2 –scalar product in Xε , aε (·, ·) : Vε × Vε → R and
rε (·, ·) : Vε × Vε → R are the bilinear forms defined by:
Z
(3.3)
aε (uε , vε ) =
λdiv(uε )div(vε ) + 2µe(uε ) : e(vε ),
Ωε
! Z
!
Z
X
ε
rε (uε , vε ) =
Ak,l
uε · nε
vε · nε
k,l∈ZΩ
ε

Z tZ
=
0

Ω

Γk
ε

Γlε

∂
∂
cε ) Πε (χF,ε div v
cε ) ,
Rε (χF,ε div u
∂t
∂t

(3.4)

with the projector Πε defined by (2.1), and finaly `ε (·): Vε → R is the linear form
Z
Z
Z
`ε (vε ) =
f · vε +
pN vε · n −
pe vε · nε .
(3.5)
Ωε

ΓN

Γε

For a given ε > 0, this problem has been studied in [38], Section 6.2. The variational
formulation (3.2) holds at least in H −1 (0, T ), and the initial conditions have a
meaning in a weak sense under the assumptions of Prop. 3.1 below. We have the
following existence and uniqueness result:
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Proposition 3.1. Under hypothesis (3.1), the variational problem (3.2) has a
unique solution uε with:
uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Vε ),

and

∂t uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Xε ).

The proof of existence and uniqueness is given in details in [38] and follows the
classical Faedo–Galerkin method, see [24, 25] for reference. The key of the proof is
the coercivity of the symmetric bilinear form aε , which results from the fact that
λ, µ > 0 and that the Poincaré’ and Korn’s inequalities hold in Vε since |ΓD | > 0
(see [11]), and also the positivity of the term associated to Rε .
3.1.2. Extension operator and a priori estimates
Because uε is defined on the porous domain Ωε and belongs to the ε–dependent
space Vε , the estimates derived in [38] or the one we could compute directly
from (3.2) depend a priori on ε. We are going to prove a priori bounds that are
uniform in ε. As is standard when dealing with porous multiscale domains, we introduce an extension operator b· from functions defined on Ωε to functions defined
on Ω. In the remainder of this section, C will denote a constant independent of ε
unless otherwise explicitly specified.
Lemma 3.1. There exists a linear continuous extension operator
denoted by b· be
longing to the space L L∞ (0, T ; Hk (Ωε )); L∞ (0, T ; Hk (Ω)) for k = 1, 2 such that
for any vε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Hk (Ωε )) ∩ W 1,∞ (0, T ; L2 (Ωε )),
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

cε = vε a.e. in Ωε × (0, T ),
v
∂d
vε ) a.e. in Ωε × (0, T ),
t vε = ∂t (c
2
kc
vε kL (Ω) ≤ Ckvε kL2 (Ωε ) a.e. in (0, T ),
k∂d
t vε kL2 (Ω) ≤ Ck∂t vε kL2 (Ωε ) a.e. in (0, T ),
k∇ (c
vε ) kL2 (Ω) ≤ Ck∇vε kL2 (Ωε ) a.e. in (0, T ),
Moreover, if vε ∈ Vε , a.e. in (0, T ),
ke(c
vε )kL2 (Ω) ≤ Cke(vε )kL2 (Ωε ) .

(3.6)

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 2.1 in [9].
We are now in a position to obtain uniform a priori estimates for the sequence
(c
uε )ε>0 , defined on the fixed space V:
Proposition 3.2. Under hypothesis (3.1), the sequence of solutions uε of problem (2.4) is such that
2
|c
uε |21,Ω + k∂d
t uε k0,Ω + Vε (t) ≤ C,

a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),

(3.7)

∂
∂
cε ) Πε (χF,ε div u
cε ) .
Rε (χF,ε div u
∂t
∂t

(3.8)

where
Z tZ
Vε (t) =
0

Ω
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Remark 3.1. The quantity Vε measures the dissipation of energy by the viscous
forces in the bronchial tree. It is positive, since the operator Rε is positive.
Proof. Let us describe the main ideas of the proof of (3.7) by taking formally
vε = ∂t uε as a test function in (2.4). We get the following identity:
1 d


ρk∂t uε k20,Ωε + a(uε , uε )



2
dt


Z tZ


∂
∂
cε ) Πε (χF,ε div u
cε )
+
Rε (χF,ε div u
∂t
∂t
0
Ω

Z
Z


X Z



=
f
·
∂
u
+
p
∂
u
·
n
−
pe ∂t uε · nε .

t
ε
N
t
ε

Ωε

ΓN

(3.9)

Γk
ε

k∈ZΩ
ε

This equality leads us to introduce the energy term, defined for any t ∈ [0, T ] by:
Wε (t) =

1
1
ρk∂t uε k20,Ωε + aε (uε , uε ).
2
2

(3.10)

Note that, since the Lamé parameters λ, µ are strictly positive, we have
Z
2
2
aε (uε , uε ) =
λ |div uε | + 2µ |e(uε )| ≥ 2µke(uε )k20,Ωε .
Ωε

Hence, thanks to the properties of the extension operator b·, see Lemma 3.1, and
since Korn’s inequality holds in the space V, we know that there exists constants
γ1 , γ2 > 0 independent of ε such that




2
2
γ1 k∂d
uε |21,Ω ≤ Wε (t) ≤ γ2 k∂d
uε |21,Ω .
(3.11)
t uε k0,Ω + |c
t uε k0,Ω + |c
Let t ∈ [0, T ], integrating (3.9) from 0 to t we obtain:

Z t Z
Z

Wε (t) − Wε (0) + Vε (t) =
f · ∂t uε + pN
0

Ωε

∂t uε · n

(3.12)

ΓN


−pe

X Z
k∈ZΩ
ε

Γk
ε

∂t uε · nε  .

Let us evaluate each term in the right–hand side of (3.12). Firstly, we obtain using
the Cauchy–Schwartz and Young inequalities:
Z t
Z tZ
Z t
1
1 d 2
k∂t uε k0,Ω +
kf k20,Ω .
(3.13)
f · ∂t uε ≤
0 2
0
Ωε
0 2
Secondly, integrating by parts we write:
Z
t
Z tZ
pN ∂t uε · nε =
pN (s)uε (s) · n
0

ΓN

ΓN

s=0

Z tZ
−

∂t pN uε · n.
0

ΓN
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Using the continuity of the trace operator on ΓN in the space V, we obtain:


Z t
Z tZ
uε (t)|1,Ω + |pN (0)| |c
uε (0)|1,Ω +
|∂t pN | |c
uε |1,Ω .
pN ∂t uε · nε ≤C |pN (t)| |c
0

0

ΓN

Using Hölder’s and Young’s inequality, we write for any β > 0:
Z tZ
β
C 2 β −1
2
2
pN ∂t uε · nε ≤ |u[
|pN (t)|
ε (t)|1,Ω +
2
2
0
ΓN


Z
1 t
1
|c
uε |21,Ω .
+ C |pN (0)| |c
uε (0)|1,Ω + k∂t pN k2L2 (0,t) +
2
2 0
Finally, thanks to the initial conditions, we get for any β > 0,
Z tZ
Z
β [ 2
C t
pN ∂t uε · nε ≤ |uε (t)|1,Ω +
|c
uε |21,Ω
2
2 0
0
ΓN


1
Cβ −1
2
2
+C |pN (0)| |u0 |1,Ω + k∂t pN kL2 (0,t) +
|pN (t)| .
2
2

(3.14)

To obtain for the third term an estimate independent of ε we use the formula:
Z
X Z
cε .
div u
uε · nε =
k∈ZΩ
ε

Γk
ε

Ω\Ωε

This leads us to the estimate, valid for all β > 0:
Z

t

pe
0

X Z
k∈ZΩ
ε

∂t uε · nε ≤

Γk
ε

β [ 2
C
|uε (t)|1,Ω +
2
2


+C |pe (0)| |u0 |1,Ω +

Z

t

|c
uε |21,Ω

0


Cβ −1
1
2
k∂t pe k2L2 (0,t) +
|pe (t)| .
2
2

(3.15)

Finally, combining (3.12) and all three estimates (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), we get:

Z t
1
2
dε k2 + C|c
Wε (t) + Vε (t) ≤ β|c
uε (t)|21,Ω +
k∂t ∂u
u
|
ε 1,Ω + K,
0,Ω
2
0
where K is a constant depending on the initial conditions and the parameters of
the problem, but independent of ε thanks the hypothesis (3.1):


1
1
2
K = kf kL2 ((0,T )×Ω) + C kpN kL∞ (0,T ) + kpe kL∞ (0,T ) |u0 |1,Ω + |pN |2H 1 (0,T )
2
2

−1 
1
Cβ
2
2
2
+ |pe |H 1 (0,T ) +
kpN kL∞ (0,T ) + kpe kL∞ (0,T )
2
2

+ γ2 ku0 k21,Ω + ku1 k20,Ω .
Using the bound (3.11), we choose now β = γ1 /2. Gathering all the constants into
C, we obtain the following estimate, which holds a.e. t ∈ (0, T ):

Z t

2
2
2
2
d
k∂d
u
(t)k
+
|c
u
(t)|
+
V
(t)
≤
C
1
+
k
∂
u
k
+
|c
u
|
.
t ε
ε
ε
t ε 0,Ω
ε 1,Ω
0,Ω
1,Ω
0
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We can then apply Gronwall’s Lemma to the real–valued function t
2
k∂d
uε (t)|21,Ω + Vε (t). We obtain a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),
t uε (t)k0,Ω + |c

7→

2
k∂d
uε (t)|21,Ω + Vε (t) ≤ C.
t uε (t)k0,Ω + |c

3.2. Two–scale convergence
To prove the main convergence results of this paper, we use the method of two–scale
convergence introduced by G. Nguetseng [31] and then generalized and applied to
several important cases by G. Allaire [1], including the case of perforated domains.
For the sake of completeness, we recall here some results we will use throughout the
Sections 3 and 4. The basic idea is to formalize an asymptotic expansion such as
uε (x) = u(x, x/ε) + εu1 (x, x/ε) + ε2 u2 (x, x/ε) + . . .
where the functions u(x, y), uk (x, y) are assumed to be Y–periodic in the fast
variable y. In this expansion, we can consider u as the macroscopic unknown, while
u1 , u2 are the microscopic correctors. We denote by the subscript "#" the property
of Y-periodicity for functions defined on Y. We recall the definition, extended to
account for time dependence (see [30]):
Definition 3.1. Let (uε ) be a sequence of functions in L2 ((0, T )×Ω). This sequence
is said to two–scale converge to a limit u ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω × Y) if we have:
∀ψ(t, x, y) ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω; C# (Y)),
Z TZ Z
Z TZ

x
dx =
u(t, x, y)ψ(t, x, y)dydx,
lim
uε (t, x)ψ t, x,
ε→0 0
ε
0
Ω Y
Ω

(3.16)

and we denote this convergence by a double arrow:
uε  u.
The definition extends readily to vector– or tensor–valued functions.
From the analogous results in [1], we extend to time–dependent functions the
following compactness result as in [16]:
Lemma 3.2.
a) Each bounded sequence in L2 ((0, T )×Ω) contains a subsequence which two–
scale converges to a limit u ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω × Y ).
b) Let (uε ) be a bounded sequence in L2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)). Then, there exists u ∈
1
L2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) and u1 ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω; H#
(Y )/Rd ) such that up to a
subsequence,
uε  u and ∇uε  ∇x u(t, x) + ∇y u1 (t, x, y).
If in addition ∂t uε is bounded in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω), then ∂t u ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω)
and
∂t uε  ∂t u.
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3.3. Two–scale convergence procedure
3.3.1. Convergence of the sequence of solutions
We apply now the two–scale convergence method with the framework described
in Section 3.2 to obtain and rigorously justify the homogenized problem as the
microscale parameter ε goes to zero. We focus in particular on the behavior of the
functions describing the flow of the air component across the domain, for which
the two–scale convergence has not been studied in other papers. In addition to
the structure displacement uε solution of the problem (2.4), we will use two new
piecewise constant quantities related to the movement of the air and defined as
follows:
cε ),
qε = −Πε (χF,ε div u

(3.17)

πε = Rε qε .

(3.18)

The field qε describes the local change in volume of the individual air cavities: we
have
Z
Z
k
qε = εd qε (x) =
uε · nε for all k ∈ ZΩ
ε and x ∈ Yε .
Yεk

Γk
ε

This expression can be compared to (1.12). Remembering (1.13) and the link between Aε and Rε (see Prop. 2.1), πε is then a primitive with respect to the time
variable of the difference between the fluid pressure field and the pressure at the
root node. Moreover, the quantity Vε (t) writes simply:
Z tZ
Z tZ
Vε (t) =
(Rε ∂t qε ) ∂t qε =
∂ t πε ∂ t q ε .
(3.19)
0

Ω

0

Ω

We deduce from the previous energy estimate (3.9) the following result:
Lemma 3.3. The function qε belongs to L2 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)), and πε belongs to
H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)). Moreover, there exists C > 0 independent of ε such that:
kqε kL2 (0,T ;L2 (Ω)) + kRε ∂t qε kL2 (0,T ;L2 (Ω)) ≤ C.

(3.20)

Proof. We obtain the uniform bounds on qε in L2 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)) as an immediate
consequence of the a priori bounds (3.7). To bound uniformly Rε ∂t qε , we use the
Riesz representation in the L2 spaces. Let ψ ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω), the Cauchy–Schwartz
inequality (2.8) yields:
! Z Z
!
2
Z Z
Z Z
T

T

(Rε ∂t qε ) ψ
0

Ω

T

≤

(Rε ∂t qε ) ∂t qε
0

Ω

(Rε ψ) ψ
0

Ω

≤ Vε (T )kRε kL(L2 (Ω)) kψk2L2 ((0,T )×Ω) .
But we know that Vε (T ) is uniformly bounded thanks to the a priori bounds (3.7),
and that the sequence (Rε )ε>0 converges strongly in L(L2 (Ω)), hence it is also
uniformly bounded in the operator norm, with respect to ε.
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RT R
Therefore, the linear form ψ 7→ 0 Ω (Rε ∂t qε ) ψ is uniformly bounded in
L2 ((0, T ) × Ω)0 so Rε ∂t qε belongs and is uniformly bounded in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω),
with respect to ε. As a consequence, ∂t πε is equal to Rε ∂t qε and πε belongs to
H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)).
Then, we have the following result:
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that (3.1) and (2.12) hold. Then, there exists u ∈
L2 (0, T ; V) with ∂t u ∈ L2 (0, T ; X) and there exists u1 ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω; H1# (Y)/Rd )
such that up to a subsequence, still denoted by ε,


cε  u,
u


∇c
uε  ∇x u + ∇y u1 ,
(3.21)


 ∂d
t uε  ∂t u.
Moreover, the function qε converges up to a subsequence to a function q ∈
L2 ((0, T ) × Ω):


Z
qε * q = − (1 − θ)divx u − u1 · nS ,
weakly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω), (3.22)
Γ

where we remind that θ = |YS | is the proportion of structure in the material, and
the function πε converges up to a subsequence to π ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)):
πε = Rε qε → π = Rq

strongly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω),

(3.23)

2

(3.24)

∂t πε = Rε ∂t qε * ∂t π = ∂t (Rq)

weakly in L ((0, T ) × Ω).

Proof. Thanks to the a priori bounds (3.7), we can apply Lemma 3.2. We deduce
that (3.21) holds. Moreover, due to this two–scale convergence of uε (3.21), we have
the following weak convergence result:
Z

cε *
χF,ε div u
divx u + divy u1 ,
weakly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω).
YF

It is then easy to verify that
Z
Z

qε *
divx u + divy u1 = |YF |divx u − u1 · nS ,
YF

weakly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω).

Γ

Now, let us write
Rε qε − Rq = (Rε − R) qε + R (qε − q) .
Thanks to the compactness of R (see Remark 2.3), we deduce that, up to a subsequence, R(qε − q) converges strongly to zero in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω). Moreover, the
uniform bounds on qε (3.20) combined with the strong convergence of the sequence
(Rε )ε>0 imply that (Rε − R) qε converges strongly to zero in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω). Thus,
we obtain the desired result:
Rε qε → Rq

strongly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω).
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As a consequence,
Rε ∂t qε → ∂t (Rq)

in D0 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)).

(3.25)

We know thanks to (3.20) that the sequence of pressure fields (Rε ∂t qε ) is uniformly
bounded in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω), so it converges weakly up to a subsequence in that
space. Combined with (3.25), we can identify this weak limit with ∂t (Rq) so we
have obtained:
Rq ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)) and Rε ∂t qε * ∂t (Rq)

weakly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω).

3.3.2. The two–scale limit problem: main result
Define the Hilbert space H = L2 (Ω; H1# (YS )/Rd )). We are now in a position to show
how the two–scale convergence process sketched in Prop. 3.3 gives us an effective
macroscopic model of the parenchyma mechanical behavior. First, let us write the
two–scale problem obtained by taking the two–scale limit term by term in the
variational formulation (3.2). Let φ be a test function in D ([0, T ))and v in V ∩
∞
(Y)). We will denote the time derivative of φ by φ0 to
C ∞ (Ω), v1 in D(Ω; C#
simplify notations.
As is standard when using two–scale convergence, we choose the test function
vε ∈ Vε in the variational formulation (3.2) defined by:
 x
vε (x) = v(x) + εv1 x,
.
ε
We integrate in time against φ and we use the extension operator b· to write all
integrals over Ωε in variational formulation (3.2) as integrals over Ω. Since φ has
compact support in [0, T ):
 Z T Z


cε · vε χS,ε dxdt
φ0
ρ∂t u
−


0
Ω


Z




−
φ(0)
ρu1 · vε χS,ε dx



Ω


Z T Z





+
φ
λdivc
uε div (vε ) χS,ε + 2µe (c
uε ) : e(vε )χS,ε dxdt



0
Ω


Z T Z




cε ) Πε (χF,ε div v
cε ) dxdt
−
φ0
Rε (χF,ε div u


0
Z Ω
(3.26)


c
−
φ(0)
R
(χ
div
u
)
Π
(χ
div
v
)
dx

ε
F,ε
0
ε
F,ε
ε


Ω



Z
Z
T




=
φ
f · vε χS,ε dxdt



0
Ω


Z T Z





+
φ
pN vε · ndt



0
ΓN


Z T Z





−
φ
p v · n dt.
e ε

0

Γε

ε
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Using the definition of two–scale convergence (3.16) and the convergences obtained
in Proposition 3.3, it is standard to pass to the limit in the first three terms in
the left–hand side and in the first two terms in the right–hand side of (3.26). Note
that to compute the limits the indicator function χS,ε of the structure domain is
associated with the test function.
We now focus our analysis on the remaining, non–standard terms. Using the
function qε introduced in Prop. 3.3, we have:
Z
Z
cε ) Πε (χF,ε div v
cε ) dx =
cε ) dx.
Rε (χF,ε div u
Rε qε Πε (χF,ε div v
Ω

Ω

We recall the following technical Lemma (see e.g. [3]):
Lemma 3.4. Let Πε be the projection operator defined in Definition 2.1. Then, for
∞
all φ ∈ D(Ω, C#
(Y)),
Z

· 
φ(·, y)dy,
L2 (Ω)–strongly,
Πε φ(·, ) →
ε
ZY

· 
Πε χF,ε φ(·, ) →
φ(·, y)dy
L2 (Ω)–strongly.
ε
YF
Then thanks to the convergence of πε presented in Prop. 3.3 we have:
Z T Z
cε ) dxdt →
φ0 πε Πε (χF,ε div v
0
Ω


Z T Z
Z
φ0
π (1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS dxdt.
0

Ω

(3.27)

Γ

Next, since R is a compact operator,
Rε (χF,ε div u0 ) → R ((1 − θ)divx u0 ) strongly in L2 (Ω),
so
Z
φ(0)
Ω

cε ) dxdt →
Rε (χF,ε div u0 ) Πε (χF,ε div v


Z
Z
1
S
φ(0) (1 − θ)R (divx u0 ) (1 − θ)divx v − v · n dxdt.
Ω

(3.28)

Γ

Similarly we pass to the limit in the last term of (3.26). We rewrite the boundary
integral using the divergence theorem:
Z
Z
Z
pe vε · nε dx = pe
div(vε )dx = pe
div(vε )χF,ε dx.
YF,ε

Γε

Hence:
Z T Z
φ
0

Γε

Z
pe vε · nε dxdt →

T

Z
φ

0

Ω

Ω



Z
pe (1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS dxdt. (3.29)
Γ
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Thus u and u1 satisfy:
 Z
T


−
φ0 (θρu, v)0,Ω − φ(0)(θρu1 , v)0,Ω



0


Z T




−
φ0 r# u, u1 , (v, v1 ) − φ(0)r# (u0 , 0) , (v, v1 )


0


Z T
Z T



1
1

+
φa
((u,
u
),
(v,
v
))
=
φ`# (v, v1 ),

#
0

(3.30)

0

where we have introduced the two bilinear forms a# , r# and the linear form `# on
V × H defined as:
Z Z
a# ((u, u1 ), (v, v1 )) =
λ(divx u + divy u1 )(divx v + divy v1 )
(3.31)
Ω

YS



+ 2µ ex (u) + ey (u1 ) : ex (v) + ey (v1 ) ,


Z
Z
r# ((u, u1 ), (v, v1 )) =
R (1 − θ)divx u − u1 · nS
Ω
Γ


Z
· (1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS ,
Γ
Z
Z
1
pN v · n
`# (v, v ) =
θf · v +
Ω
ΓN


Z
Z
−
pe (1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS .
Ω

(3.32)

(3.33)

Γ

1

Since u and u satisfy the equation (3.30) for all test functions φ ∈ D ([0, T )), we
are now in a position to show that they are the solution of a well–posed two–scale
problem, which is as a first step identified as follow.
Initial conditions. Thanks to the regularity of u and π presented in Prop. 3.3 we
can identify some initial conditions satisfied by the limits u and u1 from the limit
system 3.30. Using the Stokes formula, we identify
∂t u(0) = u1 ,
and also


Z

π(0) = R (1 − θ)divx u −

1

S



u ·n
Γ

= R ((1 − θ)divx u0 ) .
t=0

In addition, we know also that W 1,∞ (0, T ; X) ∩ L∞ (0, T ; V) is compactly imbedded
in C([0, T ]; X). Therefore, since (c
uε )ε>0 is a bounded sequence in W 1,∞ (0, T ; X) ∩
∞
cε to u in
L (0, T ; V), up to a subsequence we have the strong convergence of u
cε (0) converges strongly to u(0) in X. Moreover, we
C(0, T ; X). As a consequence, u
know that:
cε (0)χS,ε = u0 χS,ε ,
u
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so by taking the two–scale limit in both sides of the latter identity, we obtain
u(0)χS = u0 χS in Ω × Y.
We obtain thus the initial condition:
u(0) = u0 a.e. in Ω.
Notice that the latter identity results in an additional initial condition for the twoscale limits u and u1 compared to the system (3.2).
Two–scale problem. Using arbitrary test functions φ in D(0, T ) ⊂ H01 (0, T ), the
following result holds by a density argument in identity (3.30) and thanks to the
regularity in the time variable of the unknowns obtained in Prop. 3.3:
Proposition 3.4. The limits u, u1 are solutions of the two–scale variational problem: for all v ∈ V, v1 ∈ H,

 d (θρ∂ u, v) + d r ((u, u1 ), (v, v1 ))
t
0,Ω
#
dt
dt
in H −1 (0, T ), (3.34a)

1
1
1
+ a# ((u, u ), (v, v )) = `# (v, v ),
with the initial conditions
(
u(0) = u0 , ∂t u(0) = u1 ,
π(0) = R (1 − θ)divx u −

R
Γ

u1 · nS


t=0

= R ((1 − θ)divx u0 )

in Ω. (3.34b)

We have the following result:
Proposition 3.5. The variational problem (3.34) has a unique solution in the space
of pairs (u, u1 ) such that

2
1


u ∈ L (0, T ; V) ∩ H (0, T ); X),
u1 ∈ L2 (0, T ; H),


π = R (1 − θ)div u − R u1 · nS  ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)).
x
Γ

Proof. Let (u1 , u11 ) and (u2 , u12 ) be two solutions of (3.34) and let (w, w1 ) =
(u1 −u2 , u11 −u22 ). Let s ∈ [0, T ). We introduce the following test functions, following
a classical idea (see [25]):
( Rs
( Rs
− t w 0≤t≤s
− t w1 0 ≤ t ≤ s
1
v=
,
v =
.
0
t>s
0
t>s
Then we have, using (3.34a) with zero right–hand side,
Z T

hθρ∂tt w, vi + a# (w, w1 ), (v, v1 )
0



Z TZ
Z
Z
∂
+
R (1 − θ)divx w − w1 · nS
(1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS = 0,
0
Ω ∂t
Γ
Γ
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where h·, ·i is the duality pairing between V0 and V. Integrating by parts in time,
we obtain:
Z T

− (θρ∂t w, ∂t v)0,Ω + a# (w, w1 ), (v, v1 )
0




Z
Z TZ
Z
∂
1
S
1
S
R (1 − θ)divx w − w · n
−
(1 − θ)divx v − v · n
= 0,
∂t
0
Ω
Γ
Γ
where we have used the fact that
∂t w(0) = u1 − u1 = 0,
and also


Z
1
S
R (1 − θ)divx w − w · n
Γ

v(T ) = 0,

v1 (T ) = 0,

= R ((1 − θ)divx (u0 − u0 )) = 0.

(3.35)

t=0

Since R is a positive operator and ∂t v = w, ∂t v1 = w1 , this yields:
Z s

1 d
−θρkwk20,Ω + a# (v, v1 ), (v, v1 ) ≥ 0.
0 2 dt
Hence, because w(0) = u0 − u0 = 0:

−θρkw(s)k20,Ω − a# (v(0), v1 (0)), (v(0), v1 (0)) ≥ 0.
Since a# is positive, we obtain w(s) = 0 for all s ∈ (0, T ). We conclude that the
solution of (3.34) is unique.
The following Theorem is the main result of this section and is obtained as an
immediate consequence of the previous results:
Theorem 3.1. (Asymptotic two–scale formulation)
Suppose conditions (2.12) and (3.1) hold. Let (uε )ε>0 be the sequence of solutions
of the family of problems (2.4) when ε varies.
Then the three sequences (c
uε χS,ε )ε>0 , (∂d
t uε χS,ε )ε>0 and (∇(c
 uε )χS,ε2)ε>0 two–
1
scale converge respectively to uχS , ∂t uχS and ∇x u + ∇y u χS in L ((0, T ) ×
Ω × Y), where (u, u1 |Ω×YS ) is the unique solution of the two–scale variational problem (3.34).
3.4. Cell problems, correctors and the homogenized problem
In this part, we are going to eliminate the microscopic additional unknown u1 from
the two–scale variational problem (3.34). This is a standard step to exhibit the
macroscopic properties (memory effects, effective elastic tensor...) of the homogenized material associated with the homogenized problem. For simplicity, we will
consider from now on that u1 is defined on Ω × YS only.
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Cell problem Taking the test function v to be 0 in Eq. (3.34), we obtain a non–
standard cell problem:

For all v1 ∈ H, a.e. t ∈ (0, T ),



Z
Z






λdivy (u1 )divy (v1 ) + 2µey (u1 ) : ey (v1 )


 Ω YS

Z
Z
Z
∂
1

R (1 − θ)divx u − u · nS
v1 · nS
−



Γ
Γ
Ω ∂t


Z Z
Z
Z




1
1

=−
λdivx (u)divy (v ) + 2µex (u) : ey (v ) −
pe v1 · nS .

Ω

YS

Ω

Γ

Note that all the cell problems are coupled across Ω by the non–local operator R
which acts on the corrector u1 . In order to decouple the cell problems, we need
to use π as an additional macroscopic unknown in the system. Then this problem
can be transformed into a family of problems parameterized by the x variable by a
density argument, using test functions of the form w1 (x, y) = φ(x)v1 (y):

For all v1 ∈ H1# (YS )/Rd , a.e. (t, x) ∈ (0, T ) × Ω,



Z





λdivy (u1 )divy (v1 ) + 2µey (u1 ) : ey (v1 )



 YS
Z

(3.36)
1
S

= (∂t π − pe )
v ·n



Γ


Z




1

− (λdivx (u)Id + 2µex (u)) :
ey (v ) .

YS

This is now a linear elliptic problem, parameterized by ex (u) and ∂t π − pe . Also π
depends itself on u1 , see (3.24):


Z
π = −R (1 − θ)divx u − u1 · nS .
(3.37)
Γ

Thus, this introduction of the unknown π in the problem will give us a coupled system with unknowns (π, u1 ) where the cell problems (3.36) are local. As is standard,
we are going to take advantage of the superposition principle by introducing the
so–called correctors. We define the auxiliary functions pkl ∈ H1 (YS ) by:
pkl (y) =


1
yk el + yl ek
2

for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ d,

(3.38)

where the vectors ek for 1 ≤ k ≤ d are the unit vectors of Rd whose components are
ekl = δkl for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ d. We recall that we use the Einstein convention for summing
here. In view of (3.36), we can decompose the solution u1 using the superposition
principle:
u1 = ex (u)kl χkl + (∂t π − pe ) χ0 ,

(3.39)
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where the functions χkl are correctors in H1# (YS )/Rd , solution of the variational
cell problems:


For all v1 ∈ H1# (YS )/Rd ,



Z




λdivy (χkl )Id + 2µey (χkl ) : ey (v1 )
(3.40)
YS

Z






=
−
λdivy (pkl )Id + 2µey (pkl ) : ey (v1 ),

YS

and the corrector χ0 in H1# (YS )/Rd is associated with the variational cell problem:

1
1
d

 For all v ∈ H# (YS )/R ,
Z
Z

0
0
1

v1 · nS .
λdivy χ Id + 2µey (χ ) : ey (v ) =

YS

(3.41)

Γ

These problems are elliptic thanks to Korn’s inequality on YS , so it is standard to
show that they have a unique solution.
Macroscopic homogenized problem We now use the decomposition (3.39) to
write the homogenized problem uniquely in terms of u and π. Using test functions
v ∈ V and φ ∈ L2 (Ω) with v1 = 0 in (3.34), we find that uε and π satisfy the
following identity:
Z

Z


d
kl
kl
kl
kl
hθρ∂t u, vi+
ex (u)kl
λdivy p + χ Id + 2µey p + χ
: ex (v)
dt
Ω
YS


Z
Z
d
π (1 − θ)Id +
λdivy χ0 Id + 2µey (χ0 ) : ex (v)
−
dt Ω
YS
Z
Z
=
θf · v +
pN v · n
Ω
ΓN


Z
Z

−
pe (1 − θ)Id +
λdivy χ0 Id + 2µey (χ0 ) : ex (v),
YS

Ω

and by using the expression (3.39) of u1 in equation (3.37):




Z
Z
d
X
π = −R 
ex (u)kl (1 − θ)δkl − χkl · nS + (∂t π − pe ) χ0 · nS  .
Γ

k,l=1

Γ

These expressions motivate the introduction of the homogenized coefficients: the
fourth-order elasticity tensor
Z

hom
Aijkl =
λdivy (pkl + χkl )Id + 2µey (pkl + χkl ) ij ,
(3.42)
YS

the cell relaxation constant
Z
τhom =
Γ

χ0 · nS ,

(3.43)
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and the fluid flux matrix
hom
Bij
= (1 − θ)δij −

Z

χij · nS .

(3.44)

Γ

The following properties of the homogenized coefficients are classical:
Proposition 3.6. The fourth-order tensor Ahom defined in (3.42) has the following
properties:
a) Symmetry:
hom
hom
Ahom
ijkl = Aklij = Aijlk .

b) Ellipticity: there exists β > 0 such that for any d × d symmetric matrix ξ,
(Ahom ξ) : ξ ≥ βξ : ξ.
c) Positive definiteness:
Ahom ξ : ξ = 0 iff ξ = 0.
Moreover, the cell relaxation constant defined by (3.43) satisfies
τhom > 0,
and the matrix B hom defined by (3.44) is symmetric, and its entries satisfy:
Z
Z

hom
ij
S
λdivy χ0 Id + 2µey (χ0 ) ij .
Bij = (1 − θ)δij − χ · n = (1 − θ)δij +
YS

Γ

Remark 3.2. The coefficients Ahom and B hom appear also in the homogenization
of porous elastic solids filled with slightly viscous fluids, see [35]. In our case, we
do not require a particular scaling of the fluid viscosity but the abstract tree convergence (2.12) to preserve a relative motion through the homogenization process,
described here by the new macroscopic pressure ∂t π.
Proof. The properties of Ahom and B hom are classical and we do not reproduce
the proof here, see e.g. Lemma 5.1 in [35] or [32].
To show that τhom is positive, we compute, using χ0 as a test function in the
cell problem (3.41),
Z
τhom =
χ0 · nS
ZΓ

=
λdivy χ0 Id + 2µey (χ0 ) : ey (χ0 )
Y
Z S
2
=
λ divy (χ0 + 2µey (χ0 ) : ey (χ0 )
YS

≥ 2µkey (χ0 )k20,YS .
Since χ0 6= 0 and Korn’s inequality holds on H1# (YS ), we have τhom > 0.
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Using these homogenized parameters, we are able to write and describe the
macroscopic limit problem verified by (u, π) when the tree operator converges:
Theorem 3.2. Suppose (3.1) and (2.12) hold. Then the pair (u, π) is the unique
weak solution in the space L∞ (0, T ; V) ∩ W 1,∞ (0, T ; X) × H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)) of the
coupled homogenized problem:

hom

(u) = θf ,
in (0, T ) × Ω, (3.45a)
θρ∂tt u − div σ



π + τ
hom
: e(u) ,
in (0, T ) × Ω, (3.45b)
hom ∂t (Rπ) = R τhom pe − B

hom
hom

σ
(u)n = − pN Id − pe B
n,
on (0, T ) × ΓN , (3.45c)




u = 0,
on (0, T ) × ΓD , (3.45d)
where σ hom (u) = Ahom e(u) − ∂t πB hom , with the initial conditions:
u(0) = u0 ,

∂t u(0) = u1 ,

π(0) = −(1 − θ)R(divx u0 ),

in Ω. (3.45e)

Remark 3.3. We recognize in the system (3.45) the usual linearized elasticity
equation perturbed by a viscous pressure term. Observe that the effective elastic
tensor Ahom is the same as for the elliptic (static) case without a tree, see [1,3]. The
input of the tree appears through the evolution of the pressure field ∂t π. Eq. (3.45b)
describes a nonlocal relaxation effect on the fluid pressure and also induces dissipation of energy in the material. Hence the homogenized material behaves like a
viscoelastic material with fading memory depending on the history of displacement,
see e.g. [12, 20] but an unusual one since the dissipation is non–local.
Remark 3.4. We can make a few observations on the physical behavior of the
homogenized material. There is no added mass effect from the fluid onto the structure, as it can be seen in the inertial term which is the same as in the original
formulation (3.2). In addition, the instantaneous elastic response of the material
differs from the static case presented in [3], because the compressibility of the air
in the alveoli is not taken into account here: if the air does not have time to escape
through the tree, each air cavity acts as if it is incompressible.
Proof. We know by construction that (u, π) satisfy the homogenized problem (3.45). Hence, we do not have to prove existence of a solution of the homogenized problem. Let us check that this solution is unique. Let (u1 , π1 ) and
(u2 , π2 ) in L∞ (0, T ; V) ∩ W 1,∞ (0, T ; X) × H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)) be two weak solutions
of problem (3.45) with the same initial conditions. Then the difference (w, ψ) =
(u1 − u2 , π1 − π2 ) satisfies, for all v ∈ D([0, T ); V) and φ ∈ D([0, T ); L2 (Ω)):
Z TZ

−θρ∂t w · ∂t v + Ahom e(w) − ∂t ψB hom : e(v) = 0,
(3.46a)
0

Ω

Z

T

Z
ψφ + R(τhom ∂t ψ + Bhom : e(w))φ = 0.

0

Ω

(3.46b)
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By a density argument, this variational formulation is also valid for v ∈ H 1 (0, T ; V)
with v(T ) = 0 and φ ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω). Let s ∈ (0, T ). We introduce the following
test functions in the variational formulation (3.46):
(R s
w if t ≤ s,
t
in H 1 (0, T ; V),
v(t) =
0
else,
in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω).

φ = τhom ∂t ψ + Bhom : e(w)

Since ψ(0) = 0, w(0) = 0 and ∂t v(t) = w(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ s, this yields:
Z sZ
θρ∂t w · w − Ahom e(∂t v) : e(v) − ψB hom : e(w) = 0,
0
Ω
Z sZ
τhom π∂t ψ + ψBhom : e(w) + R(φ)φ = 0.
0

Ω

Adding the two equations, we obtain:

 Z TZ
Z
Z
1 s d
2
2
hom
θρkwk0,Ω + τhom kψk0,Ω −
A
e(v) : e(v) +
R(φ)φ = 0.
2 0 dt
Ω
0
Ω
Using the fact that ψ(0) = 0, w(0) = 0, v(T ) = 0 and the positivity of the operator
R, we obtain:
Z
2
2
θρkw(s)k0,Ω + τhom kψ(s)k0,Ω +
Ahom e(v(0)) : e(v(0)) ≤ 0.
Ω

Since s is arbitrary, w and ψ are identically equal to zero.
4. Study in the incompressible case
We now turn to the study of the case where the elastic media is assumed to be
incompressible. This hypothesis is nearly satisfied in the human lungs’ case. To
the displacement, we add a new unknown, the pressure ηε , which is the Lagrange
multiplier associated with the incompressibility constraint (not to be confused with
the fluid pressure, which is related to πε ). The model now reads as the system (1.15)
and we recall that the stress tensor is now defined by:
σ(uε , ηε ) = −ηε Id + 2µe(uε ).
We proceed as in the previous Sec. 3 and use the same notations: first, we write
the mixed variational formulation and prove that problem (1.15) is well–posed and
the solutions satisfy a priori bounds independently of ε; then, we use the two–scale
convergence method in order to pass to the limit as ε goes to zero; and finally we
exhibit the homogenized model.
4.1. Mixed variational formulation
R
Let Mε = L2 (Ωε ), M = {φ ∈ L2 (Ω) | Ω φ = 0}, Vεinc = {vε ∈ Vε | div(vε ) =
0 a.e. x ∈ Ωε } and Vinc = {v ∈ V | div(v) = 0 a.e. x ∈ Ω}.
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We make the following assumptions, in similar way as we did for the compressible
case:
f ∈ L2 ((0, T ); X),

pN , pe ∈ H 1 (0, T ),

u0 ∈ Vinc and u1 ∈ L2 (Ω).

(4.1)

The mixed variational formulation associated to (2.4) is as follows. Find a pair
uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Vε ) and ηε ∈ H −1 (0, T ; Mε ) such that:

For all vε ∈ Vε , φε ∈ Mε ,





d
d



 dt (ρ∂t uε , vε )0,Ωε + dt rε (uε , vε )
in D0 (0, T ),
inc
inc
+ aε (uε , vε ) + bε (ηε , vε ) = `ε (vε ),





binc

ε (φε , uε ) = 0,



uε (0) = u0 and ∂t uε (0) = u1 ,

(4.2a)
(4.2b)
(4.2c)

inc
where ainc
ε (·, ·) : Vε × Vε → R and bε (·, ·) : Mε × Vε → R are the bilinear forms
defined by:
Z
inc
aε (uε , vε ) =
2µe(uε ) : e(vε ),
Ωε
Z
φdiv(vε ),
binc
ε (φ, vε ) = −
Ωε

and the forms rε (·, ·), ` (·) are as in the Section 3, defined in (3.4) and (3.5) respectively.
4.2. Pressure extension and a priori estimates
The variational formulation (4.2) of the system (1.15) is similar to the variational
formulation (3.2) studied in Section 3 but for the introduction of the pressure term.
We introduce an extension operator for the pressure defined on Ωε as follows. Given
ηε ∈ Mε , we extend it by (see [3, 10]):

ηε (x)
if x ∈ Ωε ,
Z
(4.3)
ηeε (x) =
1
−
ηε (x)dx if x ∈ Ω \ Ωε .
|Ω \ Ωε | Ωε
This extension is such that ηeε ∈ M , and:
kηeε kM ≤ Ckηε kMε ,
with C independent of ε. We have the following existence and uniqueness result:
Proposition 4.1. Under hypothesis (4.1) and (2.12), the problem (1.15) has a
unique weak solution (uε , ηε ), which satisfies:
uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Vε )

and

ηε ∈ H

−1

∂t uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Xε ),

(0, T ; Mε ).

(4.4a)
(4.4b)
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In addition, the sequence of extended solutions (c
uε , ηeε ) satisfies the a priori bounds:
2
|c
uε |21,Ω + k∂d
t uε k0,Ω + Vε (t) ≤ C, a.e. t ∈ [0, T ],

kηeε kH −1 (0,T ;M ) ≤ C,

(4.5a)
(4.5b)

for some C > 0 independent of ε, where Vε (t) is defined as in Section 3 by (3.8).
Proof. As a first step, we study the auxiliary variational formulation obtained by
using only divergence–free test functions in (4.2a): find uε ∈ L∞ (0, T ; Vεinc ) such
that


For all vε ∈ Vεinc ,





d
 d (ρ∂ u , v )
rε (uε , vε )
t ε
ε 0,Ωε +
dt
dt
in D0 (0, T ),
(4.6a)



+
a
(u
,
v
)
=
`
(v
),
ε
ε
ε
ε
ε




uε (0) = u0 and ∂t uε (0) = u1 .
(4.6b)
By using the classical Galerkin method, as in the compressible case (see [38]), we can
prove that there exists a unique solution to the auxiliary variational problem (4.6)
such that (4.4a) and (4.5a) hold.
Next, we prove the existence of a pressure ηε in H −1 (0, T ; Mε ) such that the full
formulation (4.2) is satisfied. Integrating (4.6) in time we see that for a.e. t ∈ (0, T )


 (ρ∂t uε , vε )0,Ωε + rε (uε , vε ) − (ρu1 , vε )0,Ωε − rε (u0 , vε )
Z t
 Z t
∀vε ∈ Vεinc .

+ aε
uε , vε −
`ε (vε ) = 0

0

0

Using classical arguments (see e.g. [17]) we know then that a.e. t ∈ (0, T ), there
exists a unique Lagrange multiplier Pε (t) ∈ L2 (Ωε ) = Mε such that


 (ρ∂t uε (t), vε )0,Ωε + rε (uε (t), vε ) − (ρu1 , vε )0,Ωε − rε (u0 , vε )
Z t
 Z t
Z
∀vε ∈ Vε .

+
a
u
,
v
−
Pε (t)div(vε )
`
(v
)
=

ε
ε
ε
ε ε
0

0

Ωε

Moreover, there exists a constant C, which can be shown to be independent of Ωε
and dependent only on Ω (see e.g. [3]) such that a.e. t ∈ (0, T )
kPε (t)kMε ≤ C kuε kL∞ (0,T ;Vε ) + k∂t uε (t)k0,Ω + ku0 kVinc + ku1 kL2 (Ω)

+kf kL2 ((0,T );X) + kpN kH 1 (0,T ) + k pe kH 1 (0,T ) .
It is then a consequence of (4.5a) that Pε belongs to L2 (0, T ; Mε ) and satisfies a
uniform bound with respect to ε. Let us define ηε = ∂t Pε ∈ H −1 (0, T ; Vε ). Then
it is clear that the pair (uε , ηε ) is the unique solution of the problem (4.2) and
furthermore ηε satisfies the uniform bound (4.5b).
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4.3. Two–scale convergence
As in the compressible case, we apply the two–scale convergence method to find
the homogenized problem. To deal with the pressure term we define the two–scale
convergence in H −1 (0, T ) as follows:
Definition 4.1. Let (φε )ε>0 be a sequence in H −1 (0, T ; M ). We say that φε two–
scale converges to φ in H −1 (0, T ; L20 (Ω × Y)) when:
∀ψ(t, x, y) ∈ H01 ((0, T ); L2 (Ω; C# (Y))),
Z TZ
Z TZ Z

x
φε (t, x)ψ t, x,
dx =
φ(t, x, y)ψ(t, x, y)dydx.
lim
ε→0 0
ε
0
Ω Y
Ω

(4.7)

Since the time variable is only a parameter in the two–scale convergence defined by (4.7) and H −1 (0, T ) is separable, the weak two–scale convergence defined
by (4.7) has the same compactness property as in the square–integrable in time case
(Lemma 3.2).

4.3.1. Convergence of the sequence of solutions
As in the compressible case, we define qε and πε as:
cε ) ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω))
qε = −Πε (χF,ε div u
1

2

πε = Rε qε ∈ H (0, T ; L (Ω)).

(4.8)
(4.9)

We obtain also the convergence results:
Proposition 4.2. Suppose (4.1) and (2.12) hold. Then, there exists u ∈
L2 (0, T ; V), u1 ∈ L2 ((0, T ) × Ω; H1# (Y)/Rd ) and η ∈ H −1 (0, T ; M ) such that
∂t u ∈ L2 (0, T ; X) and up to a subsequence, still denoted by ε,

cε  u
u




 ∇c
uε  ∇x u + ∇y u1

∂d

t uε  ∂t u



ηeε  η

two–scale in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω × Y),

(4.10)

two–scale in H −1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω × Y)).

There exists q ∈ L2 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)), π ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)) such that:
qε * q,
πε = Rε qε → π = Rq
∂t πε = Rε ∂t qε * ∂t π = ∂t (Rq)

weakly in L2 ((0, T ) × Ω),

(4.11)

2

strongly in L ((0, T ) × Ω),

(4.12)

2

(4.13)

weakly in L ((0, T ) × Ω).
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4.3.2. The two–scale limit problem
Next, we deduce from Prop. 4.2 the asymptotic two–scale formulation satisfied by
u, u1 and η as in Sec. 3:


For all v ∈ V, v1 ∈ H, φ ∈ L2 (Ω × YS ),





 d (θρ∂ u, v) + d r (u, u1 ), (v, v1 )
t
0,Ω
#
dt
dt
in D0 (0, T ),


inc
1
1
inc
1
1


 + a# ((u, u ), (v, v )) + b# η, (v, v ) = `# (v, v ),



binc (φ, (u, u1 )) = 0,
#

with the initial conditions
(
u(0) = u0 , ∂t u(0) = u1 ,
π(0) = R (1 − θ)divx u −

R
Γ

u1 · nS


t=0

= 0,

in Ω.

(4.14a)
(4.14b)

(4.14c)

where we have used the bilinear form ainc
# on V × H and the mixed bilinear form
inc
2
b# on L (Ω × YS ) × (V × H) defined by:
Z Z


inc
1
1
a# ((u, u ), (v, v )) =
2µ ex (u) + ey (u1 ) : ex (v) + ey (v1 ) , (4.15)
Ω YS
Z Z

inc
1
η divx v + divy v1 .
(4.16)
b# (η, (v, v )) = −
Ω

YS

We recall that r# and `# are defined respectively by (3.32) and (3.33).
Performing the same computations as in the proof of Prop. 3.5, we also obtain
the two key results:
Proposition 4.3. The variational problem (4.14) has a unique solution in the space
of triplets (u, u1 , η) such that


u ∈ L2 (0, T ; V) ∩ H 1 (0, T ); X),



u1 ∈ L2 (0, T ; H),

R

π = R (1 − θ)divx u − Γ u1 · nS ∈ H 1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω)),




η ∈ H −1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω × YS )).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (2.12) and (4.1) hold. Let (uε , ηε )ε>0 be the sequence of
solutions of the family of problems (1.15) when ε varies.
Then the full sequences (c
uε χS,ε )ε>0 , (∂d
uε )χS,ε )ε>0
t uε χS,ε )ε>0 , (∇(c
 and
(ηeε χS,ε )ε>0 two–scale converge respectively to uχS , ∂t uχS , ∇x u + ∇y u1 χS in
L2 ((0, T ) × Ω × Y) and ηχS in H −1 (0, T ; L2 (Ω × Y)), where (u, u1 |Ω×YS , η|Ω×YS )
is the unique solution of the two–scale variational problem (4.14).
In the following discussion, for simplicity, we denote u1 and η their respective
restriction to Ω × YS , which is also equal to u1 and η.
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4.3.3. Cell problems and the homogenized law
As in the compressible case, we use appropriate test functions v, v1 and φ to identify
two strong differential problems from the two–scale variational problem (4.14), one
in the microscopic variable and one in the macroscopic variable. Note that the
two–scale incompressibility condition (4.14b) implies that
divx u + divy u1 = 0 in Ω × YS .
Then, the non–local viscous term can be written without the microscopic unknown
u1 thanks to the resulting relations:
Z
Z
Z
u1 · nS =
divy u1 = −
divx u = −θdivx u.
Γ

YS

YS

As a consequence, we have the following expression:


Z
Z
r# ((u, u1 ), (v, v1 )) =
(Rdivx u) (1 − θ)divx v − v1 · nS .
Ω

Γ

This is different from the compressible case, where the equivalent term couples the
values of u1 globally across Ω. Indeed, we can write directly the unknowns q and π
defined in the compressible case by Prop. 3.3: we have
q = −divx u

and

π = −R(divx u).

Cell problem First, we write the local cell problem by taking the test function
v to be 0 in the two–scale variational formulation (4.14a). Then u1 and η are the
solution of a mixed variational problem on YS parameterized by the macroscopic
displacement u:

1
1
2

For all (v , φ) ∈ H# (YS ) × L (YS ),

Z
Z



1
1


2µe
(u
)
:
e
(v
)
−
ηdivy v1
y
y



YS
YS


Z



=−
2µex (u) : ey (v1 )
(4.17a)
YS


Z


∂



R(div
u)
−
p
divy v1 ,
+
x
e


∂t

YS

Z
Z



1


φdivy u = −
φdivx u.
(4.17b)

YS

YS

This is a standard cell problem where the variable x appears only as a parameter.
kl
Now, we introduce the correctors as is standard. Let us denote by (χkl
inc , η ) the
solutions of the auxiliary local problems:



−divy −η kl Id + 2µey (χkl
in YS ,
(4.18a)
inc ) = 0,




kl
divy χinc = δkl ,
in YS ,
(4.18b)
 S
kl
kl
kl
S

−η Id + 2µey (χinc ) n = −2µey (p )n ,
on Γ,




kl
kl
χinc , η Y–periodic,
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where 1 ≤ k, l ≤ d and pkl is the polynomial introduced in (3.38). Using the
superposition principle in (4.17) we have that:
u1 = ex (u)kl χkl
inc ,


∂
kl
η = ex (u)kl η −
R(divx u) − pe .
∂t

(4.19a)
(4.19b)

Remark 4.1. If we compare the incompressible cell problem (3.40) to the compressible case (3.36), it is clear that there is a major simplification in the incompressible
case: the problems are no longer coupled across space and time, thanks to the incompressibility condition (4.14b). This is reflected in the decomposition of u1 and
η on the basis of the correctors as in (4.19): we do not need the introduction of the
fluid pressure unknown π as in the compressible case (3.39). This simplification is
a consequence of the coupling in our model of an incompressible structure with an
incompressible fluid in the bronchial tree: information is propagated instantly and,
as a result, the time delay term disappears compared to the compressible case.
Homogenized problem Thanks to the decomposition (4.19) we can now identify
the macroscopic problem. Using a test function v ∈ V with v1 and φ equal to zero
in (4.14a), we obtain the following variational problem for u:


For all v ∈ V,


Z


d
d



(θρ∂
u,
v)
+
(1 − θ)R (divx u) divx v
t
0,Ω


dt
dt Ω


Z

Z



+
ex (u)kl
−η kl Id + 2µey pkl + χkl
: ex (v)
in D0 (0, T ),
inc

Ω
Y
S


Z
Z




(pN − pe )v · n,
=
θf · v +



Ω
ΓN



u(0) = u , ∂ u(0) = u
in Ω.
0
t
1
Let us introduce the homogenized elasticity tensor:
Z


hom
Ainc ijkl =
−η kl δij + 2µey pkl + χkl
inc ij

(4.20)

YS

As in the compressible case, the tensor Ahom
inc has the following properties:
Proposition 4.4. The fourth-order tensor Ahom
inc defined in (4.20) is symmetric,
elliptic, positive definite.
The proof is classical and follows the same line as in [3,35]. Then, we can describe
the limit problem verified by the macroscopic displacement u as follows:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (2.12) and (4.1) hold. Then u is the unique weak
solution in the space L∞ (0, T ; V) ∩ W 1,∞ (0, T ; X) of the following homogenized
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problem:

hom

(u) = θf
θρ∂tt u − divσinc

σ hom (u)n
 inc

= (pe − pN ) n,


u = 0,

in (0, T ) × Ω,

(4.21a)

on (0, T ) × ΓN ,

(4.21b)

on (0, T ) × ΓD ,

(4.21c)

where
hom
σinc
(u) = Ahom
inc e(u) + (1 − θ)∂t R (div u) Id,

(4.21d)

with the initial conditions:
u(0) = u0 ,

∂t u(0) = u1 ,

in Ω.

(4.21e)

The proof is exactly the same as in the compressible case.
Remark 4.2. Let us compare the compressible (3.45) and incompressible (4.21)
homogenized problems. As in the static case [3], we can obtain the incompressible homogenized coefficients by taking the limit λ → ∞ in the compressible cell
problems (3.40) and (3.41). In particular, we see that τhom takes the value 0 in the
incompressible case, which is why the memory effect in time disappears. The matrix
B hom also converges to (1 − θ)Id.
Remark 4.3. In the study of a one–dimensional model for the lungs, the authors
of [18] also obtain a non–local viscoelastic constitutive law with no fading memory
effects. The extension of the tree embedding and of the tree operator R to a multidimensional framework is described in [39], where (4.21d) is proposed, without
proof, as the constitutive law for an elastic material irrigated by a dyadic tree. Here
we obtain rigorously a generalization of [18] in the three–dimensional context.
5. A numerical strategy
We present in this section the numerical approach we adopted to simulate a material
which obeys the homogenized parenchyma models (3.45) or (4.21) obtained in the
Sections 3 and 4. The main difficulty is the numerical treatment of the non–local
operator in space which appears in the homogenized problems, which is represented
by a full matrix in the finite elements basis. In order to obtain an efficient numerical
scheme, we propose to use an iterative method and to compute efficiently the matrixvector products associated to the non–local operator by algorithms which make use
of the tree structure to obtain a linear complexity.
5.1. Discretization of the homogenized problem
We present first the discretization scheme of the homogenized system of equations.
For simplicity, the volumic force f and the pressure at the root of the tree pe will
be zero in this section, and the system is driven by the pressure applied on the
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external boundary pN . Keeping the notations of the homogenized problem in the
compressible case, we can write the problem as a first-order mixed coupled problem.
Recall that u is the displacement of the homogenized material, the unknown π is
a primitive in time of a pressure as the homogenized limit of the air pressure in the
alveoli, and let us also introduce as an additional unknown the velocity, denoted
v, of the homogenized material. Then the triplet (u, v, π) satisfies the following
formulation:

∂t u = v,
in Ω, (5.1a)





hom
hom


θρ∂t v = div A
e(u) − ∂t πB
,
in Ω, (5.1b)






∂

in Ω, (5.1c)
π + τhom Rπ = −R B hom : e(u) ,
∂t 



Ahom D(u) − ∂t πB hom n = −pN n,
on ΓN , (5.1d)





u = 0,
on ΓD , (5.1e)




u(0) = u0 , ut (0) = u1 , π(0) = (1 − θ)R(divx u0 ).
in Ω. (5.1f)
Remark 5.1. This formulation holds also in the incompressible case, where the
parameters Ahom , B hom and τhom are identified as:
Ahom = Ahom
inc ,

B hom = (1 − θ)Id,

τhom = 0.

Time discretization We introduce ∆t > 0 a timestep, tn = n∆t and, for any
vector w, wn (x) = w(tn , x). We use a two–stage, second order singly diagonally
implicit Runge-Kutta scheme (SDIRK) to discretize the system (5.1).
The properties of this method are detailed for example in [34]. In particular, it
is only necessary to know how to solve a single implicit Euler step for the system
(5.1) to apply this Runge–Kutta scheme, for which the semi–discretized variational
formulation reads as follows. We write
un+1 = un + ∆tku ,

vn+1 = vn + ∆tkv

and

π n+1 = π n + ∆tkπ ,

where ku , kv ∈ V and kπ ∈ L2 (Ω) solve, for all w ∈ V:

Z
Z


θρkv · w = −
Ahom (e(un + ∆tku )) : e(w)



Ω
Ω


Z
Z


+
kπ B hom : e(w) +
pN w · n,
Ω
ΓN





ku = vn + ∆tkv ,





(∆tId + τhom R) kπ = −π n − R B hom : e(un + ∆tku ) .

(5.2a)
(5.2b)
(5.2c)

Space discretization To discretize correctly the non–local operator R using a
uniform mesh size h > 0, we begin by introducing a well–chosen truncation Oh
of the infinite dyadic decomposition O = (Ωn,k ) associated with the non–local
operator R (see Definition 2.2). We make the assumption that the domain Ω and
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One terminal subdomain Ωn,k

Figure 5: Mesh compatible with a 4-generation dyadic decomposition of the square.
all subdomains of the truncated, finite multi–scale decomposition Oh are polygonal
and can be meshed uniformly with the mesh size h. We will then approximate the
limit resistance operator R by a truncated operator Rh . Note that Rh is obtained
as the operator Rε in Prop. 2.1, only truncating the dyadic decomposition at the
mesh size h instead of the alveolar length scale ε. The convergence of both these
truncated operators can be obtained using the same methods (see also Remark 2.4).
As in Section 2, let us denote by Th the finite dyadic tree associated with the
dyadic decomposition Oh and Eh (resp. Ih ) the set of indices for the terminal (resp.
interior) nodes of Th .
We introduce the following discretization spaces for the displacement and the
pressure:
• the discrete finite elements space Vh ⊂ V, composed of P 1 elements,
• the discrete pressure space Mh as the set of functions which are constant
by cell on the subdomains Ωn,k with (n, k) ∈ Eh .
We now express the approximate solution as unh , vhn ∈ Vh and πhn ∈ Mh . For any
given function w in Vh or ψ in Mh , we denote by ŵ or ψ̂ the corresponding vector
of unknowns.
5.2. Numerical scheme
We propose an algorithm that enables us to approximate efficiently the solution of
problem (5.2). The matrix associated with Rh in Mh is a symmetric definite positive matrix Ah Dh , where Ah is the matrix associated with the resistances of the
tree (see Prop. 1.1), and Dh is the diagonal mass matrix of the triangulation Mh .
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Let us introduce the elastic FEM matrix E∆t,h , which is associated with the following bilinear form on Vh , and involves coefficients computed by solving cell problems:
Z
Z
(uh , wh ) 7→
θρuh · wh + ∆t2
Ahom e(uh ) : e(wh ).
Ω

Ω

Let Bh be the FEM matrix associated with the bilinear form on Vh × Mh :
Z
(wh , kh ) 7→
kh B hom : e(wh ).
Ωn,k

We derive from (5.2) a symmetric linear system with unknowns k̂u , k̂v and k̂π ,
from which we eliminate k̂v using (5.2a) and then k̂π by using a Schur complement
approach. This results in the following linear system:



τhom h −1 h T
A Dh
A Bh k̂u = F̂nh ,
(5.3)
E∆t,h + ∆tBh Id +
∆t
where the right–hand side F̂nh is the vector obtained by collecting known terms
corresponding to the previous timesteps as well as source terms.
The matrix appearing on the left–hand side of (5.3) is symmetric and positive
definite. We use the conjugate gradient algorithm to solve the linear system, preconditioning by the matrix E∆t,h corresponding to the purely elastic problem. Note that
in the incompressible case (τhom = 0), this method is the Uzawa algorithm applied
to (5.2). Let us stress that the resistance matrix Ah is not assembled: matrix–vector
−1
h
are computed as follows.
products involving Ah or Id + τhom
∆t A Dh
Tree-based algorithms
• First, we propose an efficient algorithm for computing the product p = Ah q,
where p stands for a vector of pressures and q stands for a set of fluxes (see
Section 1.3). Both p and q are indexed by Eh . Let Nh = max{n | (n, k) ∈
Eh } be the maximum length of the tree.
Given q = (qn,k )(n,k)∈Eh , compute p = Ah q as follows:
(1) For n = Nh − 1, . . . , 0, evaluate and store the fluxes for all k such that (n, k) ∈
Ih thanks to the flux conservation law:
qn,k = qn+1,2k + qn+1,2k+1 .
(2) Set p0 = 0 and p0,0 = r0 q0,0 .
(3) For n = 1, . . . , Nh , evaluate the pressures for all k such that (n, k) ∈ Ih ∪ Eh ,
thanks to the relation:
pn,k = pn−1,k/2 + rn,k qn,k .
(4) Obtain the vector p = (pn,k )(n,k)∈Eh .
Algorithm 5.1: Pressure algorithm
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• Next, we propose
−1 an efficient algorithm for computing q =
h
Id + τhom
A
D
p as follows. Recall that Dh is a diagonal matrix whose
h
∆t
entries are the volumes |Ωn,k |. Given ω > 0, we define the symmetric definite positive matrix Ahω = Dh−1 + ωAh . Then, thanks to the Prop. 1.1, we
observe that Ahω also represents the flux–to–pressure relation in the tree Th ,
ω
with modified resistances (rn,k
) defined by:
ω
rn,k
= |Ωn,k |−1 + ωrn,k for (n, k) ∈ Eh .

ω
rn,k
= ωrn,k for (n, k) ∈ Ih ,

An idea to compute the set of fluxes q exiting this modified tree for a
given set of pressures p is based on the concept of equivalent pressure and
resistance of a subtree, similar to the concept of equivalent resistance in
electric networks. Define recursively from the ends of the tree the equivalent
ω
resistance Rn,k
of the subtree stemming from the edge Xn−1,k/2 –Xn,k as:
ω
Rn,k
=


ω
rn,k

(n, k) ∈ Eh ,


ω
rω + 1/Rω
n,k
n+1,2k + 1/Rn+1,2k+1

Given p = (pn,k )(n,k)∈Eh , compute q = Dh−1 Ahω

−1

−1

(n, k) ∈ Ih .

p as follows:

(1) Initialize the equivalent pressures at the ends of the tree as Pn,k = pn,k , for
(n, k) ∈ Eh .
(2) For n = Nh − 1, . . . , 0, evaluate the equivalent pressures for all k such that
(n, k) ∈ Ih , defined as:
Pn,k =

ω
Rn+1,2k+1
Pn+1,2k
ω
ω
Rn+1,2k + Rn+1,2k+1

+

ω
Rn+1,2k
Pn+1,2k+1 ,
ω
+ Rn+1,2k+1

ω
Rn+1,2k

and store the flux deviation defined as:
Pn+1,2k − Pn+1,2k+1
.
dn,k = ω
ω
Rn+1,2k + Rn+1,2k+1
ω
(3) Set φ0,0 = P0,0 /R0,0
.
(4) For n = 0, . . . , Nh − 1 and for all k such that (n, k) ∈ Ih , evaluate the fluxes
φn+1,2k and φn+1,2k+1 thanks to the relation:

φn+1,2k =
φn+1,2k =

ω
Rn+1,2k+1
φn,k + dn,k ,
ω
ω
Rn+1,2k
+ Rn+1,2k+1
ω
Rn+1,2k
φn,k − dn,k .
ω
+ Rn+1,2k+1

ω
Rn+1,2k

(5) Obtain the vector q = (|Ωhn,k |−1 φn,k )(n,k)∈Eh .
Algorithm 5.2: Flux algorithm
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Clearly, the cost of both algorithms and the memory requirements are linear with
respect to the number N of degrees of freedom of Mh , since the tree Th contains at
most 2N vertices.
5.3. Numerical results
We present in this section a few numerical results. We used the finite element
software FreeFem++ [21] to perform all computations.
Choice of parameters. In order to test our model, the domain Ω is a two–
dimensional square domain with a side measuring 40 cm, and the mesh size h
is chosen so that the truncated dyadic decomposition Oh can be associated to a
geometric resistive tree with 12 generations as described in Section 2.2.1. The right
side of the square domain is chosen as the Dirichlet boundary ΓD . The computation
of the homogenized elastic coefficients was performed on an hexagonal periodic cell
for an incompressible material, as presented on Figure 6. To obtain the entries of
the elastic tensor Ahom we solve numerically the elliptic cell problems (4.18). We
refer the reader to [3] for a detailed numerical study of the homogenized coefficients
as a function of the Lamé parameters. We remind that the parameter α controls
the geometric increase of resistances in the tree with the generation number, see
Definition 2.3.
Remark 5.2. In this numerical section, we do not restrict ourselves to the particular geometric setting used to prove the convergence of Rε in Section 2. This allows
us for example to use a hexagonal periodic cell ensuring an isotropic homogenized
medium, which is not the case for a square cell. This choice is also a better fit to the
geometry of the alveoli. Rigorous proofs of convergence in this case will be detailed
in a forthcoming paper.
Remark 5.3. We assume a constant 5cm height in the computations used to convert the variations in area to more usual volume units for the figures.

Figure 6: Cell geometry and periodic correctors, χ1,1 (left) and χ1,2 (right)
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µ
1e5 Pa

λhom
2820 Pa

µhom
637 Pa

τhom
0 Pa−1

θ
0.15

α
1.63

r0
3200 Pa·s/m2

Table 1: Parameters for the numerical computations (incompressible case)

Academic test cases. We present here a few snapshots of the propagation of a
pressure wave for different values of the parameters τhom and α in Figure 7 in order
to better understand the homogenized model (5.1). These computations are based
on some numerical values of the parameters presented in Table 1 as a reference,
corresponding to the incompressible case. Note that incompressibility of the alveolar
wall material is a reasonable assumption in the case of the human lung since it is
composed mainly of water. These test cases are obtained as follows: starting at
t = 0, a sine pressure wave with frequency 50Hz is applied to the left side of the
domain filled with the homogenized material, which is initially at rest. Snapshots
of the fluid pressure field at t = 0.045s are presented in Figure 7.
• We observe that when τhom increases from 0 to 10−3 with α = 1.6 fixed,
the wavelength decreases and the amplitude of the wave diminishes. Indeed,
when τhom = 0 (incompressible case) the pressure wave propagates at infinite velocity and there are no nonlocal effects in time, see Remark 4.2.
When τhom > 0, pressure waves can propagate inside the homogenized
material at a finite velocity, which depends inversely on τhom .
• When α decreases from 1.6 to 1 with τhom = 0 fixed, we observe that the
distribution of pressure inside the material is less regular and that there
appear important nonlocal, long–range effects in space. Indeed, when α is
small the air can easily flow through the airways, so the alveolar pressure
in distant parts of the material tends to balance.
Simulation of spirometry experiments We have performed some numerical
experiments using the pressure profile presented in Figure 8 which we discuss next.
The corresponding medical test would run as follows.
• The "patient" breathes normally for a few seconds.
• After a short while, the "patient" takes a deep inspiration, and then tries
to exhale as fast as possible.
The phase portrait (instantaneous flux vs. inhaled volume) obtained in these conditions is the curve obtained by spirometry, and provides pneumologists with information useful to diagnose some respiratory pathologies presented by the patient.
Reference case The curves in Figure 8 agree very closely with the results obtained
with a simple linear one–compartment model for the lung, see [5]. This is a consequence of the perfect symmetry of the domain and tree used in the computations,
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Figure 7: Snapshots of the propagation of a pressure wave in the homogenized
medium for various sets of parameters, taken at the same time t = 0.045s.
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modeling a perfectly homogeneous lung.
Remark 5.4. We are limited by the linearity of the mechanical model, in particular in this scenario of forceful expiration. For example, it would be necessary to
solve the full Navier–Stokes equations in the first generations of the bronchial tree
to capture the nonlinearities due to inertial effects at such high Reynolds numbers.
In particular, the real pleural pressure during forceful expiration is ten times higher
that the values used here, see Figure 8. Nevertheless, some interesting aspects can
already be seen from the simulations obtained here. We refer e.g. to [4] for simulations obtained by computing the airflow in this complex geometry, but modeling
the elastic behavior of the parenchyma by a single spring.
Parametric study The model allows us to investigate the influence of local perturbations on the phase diagram, and in particular the effect of random local changes
in the parameters. As an example, we show in Figure 9 the different effect of random perturbations on the airway diameters in the reference case compared to a
case where the diameters are also systematically reduced by 40% in one half only
of the domain. The first case can be associated to a normal lung while the second
represents a diseased lung with bronchitis or some localized asthma.
• Even without random perturbations, maximal flow and change in volume
are reduced in the asthmatic case. We also observe that the asymmetry
induces a concave profile because each side empties or fills at a different
rate.
• In addition, there is a marked difference in the effect of the random diameter
perturbations in each case. In the normal case, the maximal expiratory flow
is reduced but the maximal and minimal total lung volume are not effected.
In the diseased case however, the random perturbations induce a marked
reduction in both flow and lung volume: some parts of the lung become
closed to the ventilation process.
Such examples show that this model could be useful in reproducing some spatially
localized pathological features (emphysema, bronchitis, tumors...)
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Figure 8: Pressure vs time (up) and phase portrait (down)
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(a) Reference case: symmetric Poiseuille resistances (geometric case)
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(b) Asthmatic case: systematic increase of the resistances in one half of the domain

Figure 9: Phase diagrams in the reference case (a) and asthmatic case (b)

